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DROWNED IN
ENGAGEMENT
RANGELEY LAKE
ANNOUNCED
A sad drowning accident occurred
Friday neon in Range ley
Lake.
Dwight C. Porter, who was a guest
for a few days of his uncle, Prof.
Dwight Porter, a well-known summer
resident of Rangeley, who lias a cot
tage on the lake, went in bathing
with the other members of the fam
ily.
After diving it was thought
he
would swim to the other side of the
wharf under water, but as he did
not come up as soon as expected,
search was made and he was seen
lying on the bottom in about twentylive feet of water.
Help was call
ed and every effort made to bring
the young man to life, but all to no
purpose.
Young Porter had just
paddled home from the viMage, so
was quite warm and had eaten ^
light lunch only a few minutes be
fore.
The remains were shipped
home Saturday to Connecticut, accom
panied by Prof. Porter.

The Engagement of Two Popular
Guests at

Lake

House An

nounced at Delightful
P arty.
(Special Correspondence.)

Rangeley Lake House, Rangeley,
September 8.—It is nearly the middle
of the last mouth of tille season, and
there are over 150 guests still enjoy
ing the hospitality of this, one of
the best summer hotels in New Eng
land.
There are more people than
usual at this time of the year, and
;he past week has been a busy one,
for many have started homeward,
some to linger at the mountains or
sea shore resorts, others to cross
the continent and visit the Exposit
ion on the Pacific coast.
The weather has been ideal for
those touring the country by auto,
and parties are coming and going
SUBSCRIBE NOW
FOR
MAINE in every direction.
WOODS.
$1.00 A YEAR.
The event of 1915 occurred
last

HOTEL BLANCHARD

PLEASANT ISLAND CAM PS

,On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex
STRATTON MAINE
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
In^ the -center of the Fish and Game for June, October and November.
Section. Write for booklet.
Write for booklet.
WESTON U. TOOTH AKER, Prop.,
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
STRATTON M A IN E .
E. R . G R Q S E . Prop.
Pleasant Island,
Maine

Saturday afternoon, when Mrs. C.
II. Wood of Buffalo, N. Y., gave a
tea at the casino.
Mrs, Wood and
family, who have for a number of
years spent the summer at the Ran
geley Lake House are unusual favor Many Guests Expected for Month
Deer Pond Camps situated about
r ,, One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys. ites, for they are not only
happy
10 miles from Eustis on the main
of October.
Lafcv, Pond and Stream fishing, all near the camps. The five mile river affords themselves, hut always doing some
buckboard road, which have
been
the [best of fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room.
thing to add to the pleasure of oth
(Special Correspondence.)
closed for a few years past, have
4 For particulars write for free circular to
ers.
When it was learned the invi
Rangeley Tavern, Rangeley, Sep been opened hy Dr. F. S. Savage.
Capt. E. F. COBURN,
tations had been given for the tea, tember 8.—Fly fishing on
Haley These camps are well-known to ali
the young folks asked if they couid Pond lias been one of the
LA K E W O O D CAMPS,
Middledam, Maine
week’s who are familiar with the Dead River
♦not help decorate the casino.
It diversions.
Rev. Chas. E. Stowe region and promise to be a favorite
was a merry company, who on Fri has had good sport casting the fly p.ace for sportsmen, as they are far
day afternoon returned from
the there and has caught seyeral good enough from any town to have the
woods with their automobiles loaded ones, but the gentleman who came seclusion, which many seek,
and
with spruce and pine from the for in with a 2% pound trout caught on still can be reached without the ted
est, branches of autumn leaves and the pond not far from the Tavern ious huckbcard ride which is so dis
arms full of golden rod gathered by waS the proud fisherman.
M o u n ta in Y ie w , M a in e
agreeable to many.
,
the roadside, and golden glow bios
H. H. Downs, claim agent for the
Dr. Savage has already opened the
For further particulars write or address
scans.
Busy hands soon ’ changed New York Central Railr'oad, who with
camps and will accommodate hunt
the
casino
into a wonderfuly, beauti his wife and daughter has been
L . Eu B O W L E Y ,
ers this fall as he is in a fine deer
ful place, so artistic were the decor here for the past month, has been in
country.
M o u n ta in Y ie w ,
*
*
*
ations, all said it never looked, as at New York on a business trip this
tractive before.
Never was there a week.
more perfect September day than
H. Foster of Houston, Texas, is
Saturday.
Nearly 200 friends from spending some time here while visit
The Place Where You Can Alw ays Find Unsurpassed Fishing.
the hotel and cottages were Invited, ing the Rangeleys.
T IM P O N D C A M P S
and it was a very brilliant moving
H. C. Hadd and S.' F. Kimball of
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and picture as they came by auto, or Enosbury, Vt., came in last night by
walked, across the green carpet of auto to mak*e a short stay.
Stream Pishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.
Orono, Me., Sept. 6.—What will
the lawn and were greeted by the
Messrs. F. H. McDuffer, W. H.
JU LIA N K. VILE S & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Me.
hostess, Mrs. Mood, after which Beedern, John M. and Lewis W. probably be the last shoot of the
some member of the reception com Keen of Malden, Mass., made a short season of the Oirono Gun Club was
held to-day.
The shooting of the
mittee, Mrs. Tunis, Mrs.
Aaron stay this week.
club
has
been
somewhat broken up
Adams, M*s. C-has. Adams, Mrs. Bur
Sunday night the hctel was pack
Log camps witli baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and rows, Mrs. J. B. Marble, Mrs. Durythis year on account of the ab
ed, for their were six automobile
•tream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
sence of several of the members and
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp, For rates, descriptive circulars e», Mrs. Cunningham or Mrs. Sch parties, who arrived, some to remain
afer, met and escorted the guests to only for the night while others tar not much shooting is expected after
and other information, write
.
the bird season opens.
Some
of
CD. G R A N T & S O N C O .,
P. O. A d d r e s s , G r a n t's M e . the tea room.
As one entered they ried several d"ys.
They included,
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
the
scores
at
the
traps
to-day
were
were given a bunch of sweet peas, to Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Brown of Athol,
which was tied with white satin ribbon Mass., and Miss H. L. Frost of Wal as follows:
F. C. Barton,
65 x 75
two cards, on which were written tham, Mass.
From Norridgewock,
68 x 75
the names “ Mr. John Mason Tilney Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Vaughan, Mr. H. H. Hanson,
B ALD M O U N T A IN C A M P S
Maine
57 x 75
and Miss Addie Isabelle Weed” and and Mrs. F. E. Vaughan. From Port W. C. Mutty,
J.
H.
'
Peavey,
52 x 75
Bald’ Mountain Cam ps are situated at the fo o t o f Bald M ountain on M ooselookmathen came the happy (knowledge that land, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Dill, Mr.
giltatic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections—Auto
H. S. Scott,
51 x 75
road to camps—T elephone conn ections—T w o mails daily- W rite for free circular.
the engagement of Mrs. Wood’s and Mrs. J. M. Dunn.
From Gardi
Lore
Alford,
49
x 75
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’ r..
Bald Mountain, Maine
charming daughter, Addie to John ner, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Clark, Mr.
43 x 75
Mason, son of Judge Tilney
of and Mrs. Fred Ripley, also Mr. and Howard Peavey,
16 x 25
New York was announced.
Never Mrs. C. M. Dirk, and Mr. and Mrs. R. McKenney,
14 x 25
were more sincere
congratulations C. A. Kittredge of Oddtown, Mr, and E. Homestead,
E. T. Emerson,
11 x 25
SPE N D YOU R
for a long life of happiness, health Mrs. P. R. Moody of Portland.
and prosperity offered than to this
J. H. Marcy came on Sunday to
young couple who have spent many join friends in camp.
HUNTERS
summers here and have always been
Mr. and Mrs. D. G. Langland are guaranteed a shot at a deer this
favorites.
In the tea room
the New Yorkers who are passing two season at
IN THE RANGELEY LAKE OR DEAD RIVER REGION IN
tables -were decorated in pink and weeks at this hotel and
enjoying
D e e r P on d C am p s
fruit punch, tea, ice cream,
fancy trips to the different places in the
address-F. S. SAVAGE, Prop.
EU STIS.
M AINE
cakes, sandwiches and confectionery Rangeleys.
were served.
There were also two
Hon. and Mrs. W. L. Butler of Far
STEAMBOAT SERVICE
large tables on which were
many mington, with friends motored here
This territory is easy o f access being reached in ONE D AY baskets and vases of roses, orchids, Friday and took dinner.
on
RANGELEY
LAKE
from Boston. The summer climate is delightful, the nights are asters and other flowers that had
Although it has not seemed a very
always cool, the air clear and bracing, the accommodations at the been sent as gifts to Miss Wocd. busy week, guests have been enter Boats leave Rangeley for South
various resorts are up-to-date, the scenery is grand, and there is The orchestra was hidden behind the tained at this hotel from Maine, Rangeley at 5.35 A. M- and 11.40
A. M., whers,close connection is
fine trout and salmon fishing, golf, tennis and good roads for forest greens, and it was indeed a Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Conradiant scene as the gentlemen and ne.cticut, New York, Vermont, Flori made with Maine Central Rail
motoring.
handsomely gowned ladies were serv da and Texas, which tells of the a road trains fo r Portland, Boston
The SANDY R IV E R & RA N G E L E Y LAK ES RAILROAD ed refreshments, chatted with each mount of travel which is coming to and New Y ork. Boats making
issue a fine Guide Book which contains an accurate map o f this other or danced and^all who were pre this part of Maine during these beau close connection at South Rangesent hope the years to come will tiful September days, and if
all ley with trains from N ew Y ork ,
Country. Address
for the happy couple be as bright who have written for rooms should Boston and Portland, arrive at
F. N. BEAL,
General Manager,
Phillips, Maine. and cloudless as the day.
It is come for October, it will he the best Rangeley at 1.20 P. M. and
6.40 P. M.
fall ever known in Rangeley village.
(Continued on page 8.)

FISHING ON
DEER POND 1
HALEY POND
CAMPS OPENED

Mountain View House j
1

LAST SHOOT OF
THE SEASON

Ed. Grant’s Kennebago Camps

SUMMER VACATION
MAINE

table paradise of blueberry

bushes. wag discussing fishing, and, as large

( ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> We left our lunch under a tree, and catches of pike and pickerel are . be

GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP
WINNINGS WITH THE

MARLIN Shot Gun
National Doubles
Championship

Professional Championship
won by Rolla O. Heikes, with No.
28 T Marlin—an elimination race
—50 entries—in which “ Pop”
Heikes out shot the other worldfamous professionals. He broke
99 x 100 to qualify; finished with
96 x 100 in a gale of wind.

Second place won by Mark Arie
of Thomasboro, Illinois, breaking
90 X 50 p a irs, winning $103.60
with the quick handling Marlin
“ pump gun” . He missed first
place by only one bird.

Grant Park Introductory won by Will S. Hoon with a Marlin I rap
Gun. In this event, 235 shooters all shooting from 18 yards, unknown
angles, Mr. Hoon broke 196 x 200, and Mark Arie (also using a Marlin)
broke 193 X 200. Use a Marlin for long range work.
Other Scores with the Marlin. Third general average on combined
single and double targets, made by Mark Arie. 543 x 600. In Chicago
Overture W. S. Hoon tied for fourth place with 95 x 100, winning $125.25.
In Professional Match Race*, 100 birds, Homer Clark (with a Marlin) beat
John R. Taylor, with 99 to 96; R. O. Heikes (with a Marlin) tied Jay
Graham with 98 x 100. F. K. Eastman, in professional events, broke 98
x 100 with a Marlin.
At last year’s Grand American Handicap the Introductory was won by
Mark Arie, with a Marlin, 194 x 200; A. C. Blair tied fcr second in the
Grand American Handicap, with 97 x 100, and Homer Clark made the
long run of the tournament, breaking 225 straight—with a second long
run of 190 straight.
I f you don’ t shoot a Marlin send 3 cent3
postage to-day fo r our new 140 page
gun catalog.

7 % e 2 7 / a r/ iJ 2 f i r e a r m s C o ,
38 Willow St.,
New Haven, Conn.
y

would calmly amble up so close to
MY FIRST BEAR.
me that I could see the fiery gleam,
'u his small e^es; the red cave of
VACATION STORIES his
ugly mouth; the sharp points of

I Ran and the Bear Ran, but There
Was No Tragedy.
By Eva M. Furbush
I had read about bears down in
Maine; I had heard hunters tell .won
derful yarns about the bears they h£d
k’lled down in Maine; I had seen
thrilling pictures of Bruin on the
war path, and Bruin laid low by the
hunter’s rifle, but what I really want
ed, was to see him alive, and in his
native haunts, not in an iron cage
in the Zoo, or City Park, nor on pap
er.
I had an idea I should be so
petrified at sight of Bruin in t*ie
forest that I should neither be able
to move nor speak; and that Bruin

his cruel teeth, at very close quart
ers, and J pictured Bruin’s terrible
decision to eat me up on sight, with
out ever stopping to consider wheth
er I would be a digestible morsel or
not, and so, utterly disregarding the
“ safety first” motto of the animal
kingdom, which is, of course, to beat
a hasty retreat, on the first whiff
of the man-scent.
We took cur “Tin Lizzie” as some
one has ignominiously called
the
Ford car, and beat it for the herrying-ground,-burying ground, if ycu
choose, where our tired soles, tired
souls, came in contact with mother
earth for many hours of laborious
work.
We left the car on an old
abandoned railroad line, and follow
ed this line two miles, perhaps, into
the woods until we came to a veri
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set to work,—the boss, myself, and
our little daughter.
The berries
were enormous in size, more than
plentiful, the bushes fairly loaded to
the ground, and we picked so intent
ly, each at his own bush, and about
ten or fifteen yards apart, that we
aU fairly jumped, when our dog set
up a vigorous barking, not
over
twenty yards away.
“A fox, maybe,” said the
boss,
giancing up and then continuing to
pick berries.
More strenuous bark
ing, and bounding round'like a wild
creature, his hair standing on end,
like a scrub brush looking for a
jcb!
“ Well, say!” exclaimed the boss,
“ what’s up, anyway?” as -he rushed
over to t'he dog’s side as • fast as
possible.
No cue dreamed of a
hear!
But when the boss got to the
dog, he climbed on a rook, and call
ed excitedly, “ Come quick, see the
bear!”
Now under real s,tory-conditio.ns,
I should have fainted from fright, or
spilled my berries.
I did neither
but scrambled like mad to get a view
of that bear.
And after all my ef
fort I was too late, for the boss said,
calmJy, “ He’s gene; just went into
that patch of woods over there1 must
have been feeding on these berries.”
“ How did he happen to be so near
us and not get the scent?” I asked,
out of breath.
“ Well, Joe Knowles, the woodsman
who knows animals and their habits
like the letters of the alphabet, says
a bear will stuff himself with her-;
ries until he is so fuill he can hard
ly move; that’s what this bear must
have been doing, and he was too lazy
to move off in time.”
“ The dog is mad all right.”
“ Yes, he’s just game enough to
want to tackle a brute four times
his size.
Look at him.” The dog
was still tearing around, hair brisli
n g with anger, and inot for some
time, did he feel sure that all was
safe in that region.
Ag for me, I was disappointed. I
wculd have given a good deal to hav
seen that hear, not
twenty yards
from me, while I was blissfully pick
ing berries.
They say a “ miss is
as good as a mile,” and I suppose
scene misses are better, fcr if that
bear had headed towards us in Inis
ee.t-a-way, maybe I wouldn’t be here
to tell the story, aften* all.
At any
rate, I remember, that after the ex
citement had died away, I was per
fectly willing to start for home,—wit
half-filled pails, and wary backward
glances.

A REAL BARGAIN

]

|
1

A fine set o f sporting camps in one o f Maine’ s best
hunting and fishing territories is fo r sale. On a large preserve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.

|
|

|

$3,000

I

|

spot cash takes it.

|

For further information write

MAINE WOODS,
PH ILLIPS,

I
M A IN E
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PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M A IN E W O O D S
follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

A PICKEREL STORY
A number of years ago, to be exact,
it was July 4, lhOl, Fred Sanderson,
proprietor of the Oneida River House
was sitting on the veranda of his
hostelry with several other men. At
the time large catches of pike and
pickerel were being made and fish
ing was being discussed.
Mr. Sand
erson remarked that he guessed he
would make a spocn and catch the
largest pickerel in Oneida River. He
went to the hardware store, secured
a piece of tin and with a pair of
shears cut out and perfected a spoon.
Fie took a file and engraved July 4,
1901, on the spoon.
An hour before sundown Mir. Sand
erson, with a rowboat and oarsmen,
went to high banks, two miles down
tl.e river and trolled.
Two fair-siz
ed pickerel were landed and then
cyme the bite which Mr. Sanderson
has discussed since that Fourth of
July evening.
According to
Mr.
Sanderson his new spoon was pass
ing a bunch c f eel grass and when
the spoon was grabbed, the quick
jerk took him o ff the seat of the
boat.
When he recovered the spoon
was gene, being broken from the
strong line.
The other morning Mr.. Sanderson

ing made at the high banks, decided
that after dinner he would try his
luck.
At S o’clock he and an oars
man entered a rowboat and went to
the banks.
According to the oars
man Mr. Sanderson’s spoon
was
playing near driftwood when it was
seized and almost in an instant 100
feet of line were unreeled. Mr. Sand
erson avers thi%t he played with the
fish 40 minutes before it
showed
signs of exhaustion then It was slow
ly worked toward the boat and a
landing net placed the pickerel in
the boat.
Tihe fisih being large the men quit
fishing and came home. The pickerel
was placed on the meat market
settles and weighed 32 pounds. The
fish was photographed and exhibited
at. his hotel.
This mo™ing Mr. Sanderson dress
ed the pickerel and imbedded in the
Stomach was a spooai.
He carefully
examined it and was surprised
to
discover July 4, 1901, engraved on it,
the spoon lie had lost 14 years ago.
;Mir, Sanderson states that he will
take no chances of losing the spoon
again and shall keep it as a souv
enir.—Syracuse Herald.
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LAU N CH ES.

w om en

p le a s u r e o r on • s h o p p in g
t r i p w i t h o u t m a la e s c o rt w ill
fin d th a

Franklin Square

State
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Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoes
and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me.

go in g

TAXIDERMISTS
« . W. PICKKL,
TA XID E R M IST
Dealer in Sporting Goods. Fishing Taektak.
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs
ItANGfeLEY.
.
.
M A IN *
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A ddress...........................................................................................

(Special Corresnondence.)

GARDINER GUN
CLUB SHOOT

Young

N a m e..................... ...... ....................................................... ..........

Camp of Bridal Couple.

STILL GETTING
HUMPBACKS

B oston to w o r k o r • t u * y ,
an y lad y g o in g to B outo n t a r

Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’s subscription to

Camp Hiawatha Present “ At Home'

The Birches, Moas ©look megun t ic
Lake, August 30.—All welcome thesunshine.
As many are now talk
ing and planning to return to their
city homes before long, all are an
xious to have good weather that they
can take excursion trips jn all direc
tions.
Yesterday Colonel and Mrs. H. E.
Russell invited Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
Morse and daughter for a motor
trip across to t'he Dead River coun
try.
It was the first time the party J
had ever been there and they were
surprised and deligihted to find such,
good roads and the wonderful sconr ■
ery.
Dr. and Mrs. M. T. Dana
and
daughter, Miss Clara D. Dana o f Fredonia, N. Y., after their second vi&it
tills season to The Birches returned,
home this morning.
Mrs. Harvey Farrington of Yonk
ers, N. Y., has joined her family for
the remainder of their stay.
Mrs. •
Farrington and son, Elliot has re- eently returned from an
extended
trip to the Pacific ccast and their
The Pacific humpback
salmon, stay at Tfhe Birches will not be aa
which: were first captured in the Ban long this season as usual.
gor salmon pool about three weeks
Mrs. Charles W. Burditt of R u m -*
aeo, are still there as proven by
ford was here for the week-end.
Fish Warden Thomas E.
Sullivan,
Messrs, E. L. Stevenson of Yonk
taking two there weighing about sev
en pounds eadli.
They were taken ers, N. Y., and E. G. Vaill of Port
by order of the United States Gov land, who have been spending some
ernment Fisheries department, the weeks at the Rangeley Lake House
officials of which are anxiously a While on their way home via the
waiting the results of the experiment chain of lakes and White Mountains,
in planting millions of humpback sal tarried here a few days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Homans o f
mon fry from the Pacific coast. It
their
would seem from the appearance of Mattawamkeag are spending
the above salmon that the experi honeymoon days in one of the log
ment is proving a success, as the cabins at The Birches.
fish is fully grown and
ready to
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Babcock o f
salmon when it is about ready to Providence, R. I., who for years have
spawn and shortly after that the been annual comers, are now in Camp
fish dies.
Stay-a-WlhiJe, and glad to meet old
Humpback salmon are an excellent friends again.
\
feed and game fish and will make
Camp Hiawatha is also the pre
an important addition to the fisheries sent ‘ ‘at heme” camp of a bridal
of the Penobscot river.
As
yet,
couple from Baltimore, Md., Mr. and
the fishermen have not found what Mrs. A. Stanley Brager.
bait the fish like best, and have not
Mr. and Mrs. John V, Irwin of New
discovered the fly th^t will lure them
York City came Saturday to spend
on.
One thing is sure, that a wire
part of the September days in a
leader is necessary, as the salmon
log cabin.
Tihey have Natt Ellia
have a double row of sharp, strong
for guide and have chartered a motteeth that
will saw off
anything
.or boat planning to spend most o f
weaker than wire.
their time c-n the lake.
Dr. and Mrs. P. H. Ingalls of Hartfiord, Conn., are having an
ideaf
vacation.
The Doctor is trying to
land as large a fish as his wife,
but a 414 pound salmon is the larg
est hie has yet landed, and David
That the popularity of the Gardi Haines their guide is wondering if ho
ner Gun Club and interest in its will.
work is growing was attested Tues
Mrs. Chas. F. Wlhittemore of New
day afternoon when a considerable York was so proud o f the 4-pound
number of members and their friends salmon she larded that sh© sent it
went to the traps in West Gardiner. home that her family might hav© a
The following scores were made:
feast from Mooselookmeguntic lake.
First event—Stobie 21, Harrington
Joseph Clendennin of New York
17, Lathrcp 21, Niviscn 10, Goldsmith also has a ati pound salmon to his
15.
credit.
Second event—Rafter 1", Bosworth
Chas. W. Gatrdimer has
returned
14, Njvison 9, Tasker 7.
from a business trip to Boston.
Third event-<-Stobie 20, Harrington
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Stevens o f
19, Lathrop 14, Nivison 10, GoJd&mjth Englewood, N. J., who have
Otia
10.
Mason for guide brought in a 7- i
Fourth event—Files 17, Woodbury pound salmon one day this week o f
16, Nivison 9, Rafter 9, Bosworth 14. which they are very proud.
Fifth, event— St obi e 18, Harrington
Sunday a number made the triik
16, Lathrop 15, Nivison 13, Goldsmith to Kennebago Lake and return.
15.
Friday a party of ten tcok a climb
Sixth event— Lil by 18, Files 20, to the top of Bald Mountain.
Niviscn 6, Rafter 12, Woodbury 15.
Several
parties
have
engaged
Seventh event— Stobie 18, Harring camps for the September days.
ton 18, Lathrop 18, F. Libby 7, Gold
smith 14.
Eighth event—Files 14, Stobie 20, PA LM E R EN GIN ES A N D
Rafter 9, Nivison 1, Lathrop 15.

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?

M a i n e W o o d s (outing edition.)

DELIGHTFUL TRIP
TO DEAD RIVER

a d e l i g h t f u l p la c e to s to p . A
H o m e - H o t e l In t h a h e a r t o f
B oeton e x c lu s iv e ly f o r w o 
m en. 630 r o o m * , s a fe , c o m 
f o r t a b le c o n v e n ie n t o f a c c e s s ,
p r ic e * r e a s o n a b le !
F or p a r
t i c u la r s a n d p ric e s a d d re a *

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11E. Newton St., Boston, Mass.

________ ______________________ _

“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for

r SportsmeD, Guides, Lumbenreu
Known the world ov*»r for exco)~
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. (tETCHELL CO.,
Monmouth.

.

.

,

Main*

or to tarry for the night.
Miuch interest is taken in the pro
posed new public
highway from
Houghton to Oquossoc, which would
make a difference of more than 20
miles distance for the
automobiles
coming from Rumford.

Fresh Tobacco Never Bites;
THE ANNUAL
Dry, Cut-up Tobacco Does

Mrs. Leroy W. Jordan, nee Lizzie haps it was the tTiggerfish (B. caroChadwick of South Portland and her linensis), or the man-o’-war fish (G.
turee children are visiting her broth Gronovii).
ers, Walter and John Chadwick.
Charles Bradford.
.Walter H. Sawyer of Auburn came
to spend the week-end with liis fam
STEEL TRAPS
ily and C. W. Marsh of Winchester*
Mass., accompanied himr V E S C K II iE S the

For a number of years the child
ren have eagerly looked foward to
the birthday of their friend, Tom W.
Miner, the New York gentleman, wiho
on that day gives the “ kiddies” a
Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being pre
party, and whien August 25th came
(Special
Corresoondence.)
served in its natural state, possible only by pressing- the
Upper Dam, August 28.—The first round they were not disappointed
leaves into plug form and keeping it in by covering it
In the afternoon about 20
sign of autump has come, for just this year.
with a natural leaf wrapper. T he natural flavor and
across the pool a maple tree
that little ones assembled in the attractive!
strength o f tobacco escape when cut or granulated.
First they gave a littl
for yqars 'has been the first to Miner camp.
change its leaves to scarlet and gold, play, their own version of CinderTake a Plug o f Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out
has already taken on its
autumn ilia, which was too cute for anything.
so that w h °n you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, but it
Miss Betsy Baker sang, Miss Augus
color.
will bum and smoke smooth and cool as it has all o f its orig
The last few nights have been ta Miner danced, games wejre played
inal tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in P lug Form.
very cold for August, but the days and the birthday cake cut a.nd serv
are filled with sunshine and crowd ed with ice cream and other good
.
W hittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid
ed with pleasures.
All the camps ies, and pretty gifts were presented
in both quality and quantity. T ry this experiment and
are taken as they have been fcr the little guests, who will never for
judge for yourself.
weeks.
Soane of the fly fishermen get to offer best wishes and many
have been trying their skill playing happy returns for .their good friend’s
birthday.
clock golf and tennis.
In the evening “ye old folks” were
Geo. F. Brown of
Germantown,
Penn., wlho for five summers
luas all invited by Mr* and Mrs. George
patiently cast tine fly over the water, A. Greenia to come down to Midway
now and then bringing a two-pounder Camp and celebrate in honor of tltoe
The
to net, had great sport with a hand 46th birthday” of Mr. Miner.
some trout, which he was sure would camp had been changed to a bow
The decorations cf
reach the three-pound notch, and at er of beauty.
last he could pen his name on the autumn leaves, golden rod and greens
book that makes men famous at Up front the. forest, with Japanese lant
per Dam.
But alas! as friends gath erns everywhere were arranged by
The
refresh,
ered around to offer congratulations, Guide Oscar Dyke.
the trout was put on the old steel ments had been sent from New York
yards that for more than half a cen for the occasion and in defiance tc
ob
tury have weighed the catohes from the war strict neutrality was
One morning Mrs. A. S. Hinds of
the pool, and it lacked just
one served. for old English ale, Welsh,
Portland gave a delightful coffee at
ounce of reaching the desired 3-poun rarebit and German ‘‘frankfurters’’
her beautiful summer home on the
notch, and ‘‘Brownie” has not writ were served and it was “ some
lake shore, inviting a number of the
There was music and danc
ten his name in the book. But here party.”
ladies from the hotel.
’ s hoping he will do so before Octob ing and original poems by the au
Dr. F. A. Hayden came up from er comes and the law says “reel thors were recited.
Wins Two and Loses One from
Mr. Greenia wi3
Portland to spend Sunday.
toastmaster and with his ever flow
in.”
Stratton— Large Number Still
It
John Livingston and Donald MeFrom the record we learn that Mirs ing wit ably filled the position.
at Haines Landing.
Ewan of Port Chester, N. Y., have Wm. B. Fair of East Orange, N. J., was in the morning hours, flash light
been here for several days.
the “ Queen of the pool” has with pictures were taken, cheers given,
(Special Correspondence.)
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Tredway and skill, using her light rod and a small congratulations offered and the jolly
Mooselookmegumtic House, Haines daughter, Miss Frances and son, Rus fly taken a 3-pound, 15-ounce salmon company by the bright
moonlight
Landing, September 6.—With an un
wended
their
way
back
to
camp,
and
one
3
pounds.
Mr.
Fair
does
sell Tredway of Cleveland, Ohio, who
usual large number of guests ' for came last year for their first visit not intend for his wife to take all all agreeing it was the best party
it
the second, week in September
were so much pleased with log cab the honors and landed a 3-pound, 7- of the many ever given at Upper
does not seem as if the season of in life they have returned for Sep cunce salmon.
Dam.
1915 was so soon to close.
Jack E. Greenia of Brooklyn, N.
Mrs. H. J. Brown of Portland, who
tember.
The annual comers as well as oth
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Gilmore cf Y., for the firslt time has the pleas is at their camp “ Moonahanis” with
ers who would like to be, have al
Boston are enjoying these perfect au ure of recording a fish of the desir the following guests took dinner here
ready engaged their camps for next
Mrs. B. B. Sanderson,
tumn days in camp here at Haines ed weight taken on the fly, a 3-pound Wednesday:
year.
Miss
Brown,
Miss
Sargent, Miss E
2-ounce
salmon.
Landing.
The Mooselookmeguntic ball team
Stephen H. Palmer of Bethlehem, lizabeth Brown and Miss Louise VerThe following people coming
by
on Friday went to Stratton by auto
Penn., records another pair of sal ri11 of Portland.
mobile for a game, and although they automobile were dinner guests on mon 4 pounds, 2 ounces, 3 pounds, 5
The valuable little Pomperian dog
Wednesday:
Mrs. W. C. Johnson,
lost by a score 11 to 7 the next
Miss Vera B. Johnson, Irving Shef ounces in weight and his sen, S. H. of Mirs. Patterson, East Orange, N.
morning back tilney went for the fun
field of Hoilowell,
Miss Dorothy Palmer, Jr., one cf 3 pounds, 7 ounc J., that was lest from the train be
of being beaten in the morning 7
low Rumford the day they came, lias
Viles of Augusta, Mr. and Mrs. F. es.
to 4. In the afternoon another game
Hon. Arthur B. Calkins of New been found and returned.
E. Strout of Gardiner.
was called and “ Our Boys” woke up
Mr. and Mrs. E. V. R. Thayer of
Mrs. E. S. Bark will and son, Mrs. London, Conn., on a Silver Doctor,
and did themselves honor winning tld
Stanley Motc'h and son of Cleveland, No. 8 hook took a 3-pcund, 9-ounce Boston who have been spending some
game 23 to 3.
time at their place at the head of
Ohio, are new comers who find log salmon.
All were sorry to say good-bye to
E. I. Atlee of Germantown, Penn., Mollychunkamunk Lake, Mill Brook
cabin life these beautiful September
Miss Mary Rogers, the
charming
is proud of having taken two salmon, camp, returned home to-day. days most enjoyable.
little Boston schoolmarm, and Miss
More than the usual number of fly
Mrs. Haydock, Mir. and Mrs. H. T. one 3 pounds, the other 3 pounds,
Marion McCommick the
talented
fishermen plan to remain here'until
Hunt, Albert Berne of Cincinnati, ounces.
musician, who have for the past
E. M. Nicholas of Columbus, Ohio, the pool is closed on the first day
Ohio, and Whitney Stinchfield, Det
six weeks done much to add to the
has
recorded a trh>, one trout, 3 r f October and there will be no more
roit, Mich., were an automobile party
social life of this attractive summer
pounds, 6 ounces; a 3-pound salmon fishing until 1916.
who registered here thiiis week.
hotel.
. Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Carr of New and one of 3 pounds, 9 ounces.
W A R FIS H .
Eugen F. Van Dusen of New York
ton, Mass., are there for a
two
is the last to bring in a record which,
weeks’ stay.
“ Passengers on a Russian
ship
F. H. Rethell of New York on Sat was a 3-pound, 3-ounce trout.
Mrs. George Haskell and daughter, saw a water mine explode a mile
urday joined 'his family for the re
No
Miss Josephine Haskell of Bangor and a half away from them.
mainder o f their stay.
TISE TABLE
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Swallow’ of this week returned home after a ship was near, and it is^ believed the
explosion was set off by seme fish
Quincy, Mass., Whio for the past pleasant stay of six weeks.
In Effect June 21, 1915
which rubbed against it.” —New York
Everyone
was
glad
to
greet
Dr.
J.
month have been living in the Crow’s
W. Harper and -Ms mother, Mrs. T. Evening World.
FARMINGTON—Paesenger trains leave Farm Nest started (homeward yesterday.
ington for Phillips and Rangeley, at 12:02 P. M.
The speejes couldn’t have been the
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Moshier, son A. Harper of Hartford, Conn., on
and 4:20 P. M. For Kingfield and Bigelow at 4:20
The Doctor war-mouth, bass (C. gulosus), as this
P. M. Passenger trains arrive from Phillips and arid daughter of Hopkinston, Mass., their arrival Friday.
Kingfield at 7:55 A. M., and from Rangeley and
who came the first of July regret is the author of a fine collection of fish is a fresh water sunfish. Per
Bigelow at 1.56 P. M.
and
Mixed train arrives at 9:35 A . M.t and leaves at fully left for home this week, plan poems, ‘.‘The Old Fly Book
11:00 A. M.
ning for a longer stay another sea other Stuff.”
HUNTING DOCS
STRONG—Passenger trains leave for FarmingDr. Frank B. Gummey and Dr.
ion at 7:25 A. M and 1:25 P. M.. for Phillips and son.
e s c r i b e s in a
Rangeley at 12:30 P. M. and 4:50 P. M.. and for
With Dick O’Rrion guide, Chester Jamies W. Wister of Philadelphia
practical man
Bigelow at 4:65 P. M. Passenger trains arrive
have
both
been
at
home
for
th£
past
Eliza
ner, the training,
from Farmington at 12:30 P. M. and 4:50 P. M. A. Willets and sister, Miss
From Bigelow at 1:16 P. M. From Phillips at Willets and their cousin,
handling, treatment,
Wm, A. week.
725 A. M.t and from Rangeley at 1:25 P. M.
breeds, etc., best
M.r. and Mrs. D. C. White and Mr.
Morrell
are
up
to
Lincoln
Pond
on
a
Mixed train arrives from Phillios at 8:45 A .M .,
adapted for n i g h t
and Mrs. E. K. Ely cf Lewiston are
trom Kingfield at 7:16 A . M. and from Farmington camping trip.
hunting, as well as
at 11:55 A. M
Miss M. M. Stevenson of New York in camp for a two weeks’ stay.
gun dogs for daylight
PHILLIPS—Passencer trains leave fo r Farm
sport. This book is
Hon. and Mrs. Arthur B. Calkins
at
this
ington at 7:0B A. M. and 1:00 P. M. A rrive from after a pleasant summer
Jnot intended for the
Farmington at 12-52 P. M. and 5:10 P. M.
hotel said ‘‘I’ll come back next year of New London, ('own., have joined
field trial dog men,
Mixed train arrives from Rangeley at 10:15 A. M.,
enjoyable Mrs. Calkins’ parents, Mr. and Mrs.
and leaves for Rangeley at 1:20 P. M. Mixed for I never had a more
but is for the real
train leaves for Farmington at 7:80 A. M., and time
dog men who delight
or found a better summer T. L. Barber.
arrives from Farmington at 2:15 P. M.
in chases that are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
P.
Marble
of
.hotel,”
RANGELEY—Passenger train leaves for Farmgenuine.
Contains
ngton at 11:30 A. M., and arrives from . Farming
With over fifty guests and more Lowell, Mass., have returned for an 253 Pagesi size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
ton at 6:43 P. M.
other
season
and
Mrs.
Marble
is
the present
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
Mixed train leaves fo r Phillips at 7:30 A. M. coming this week, if
Part- 1—Hunting Dogs. Night Hunting, The
and arrives at 3:46 P. M.
fine weather continues September hapipy in having found a place where Night
Hunting Dog—His Ancestry. Training
SALEM—Passenger train leaves at 12:50 P. M.
one never has a hay fever sneeze.
the Hunting Dog, Training the Coon Dog. Train
will
be
the
best
fall
month
for
years.
for Farmington and arrives at 5:23 P. M.
ing
for
Opossum and Mink, W olf and
Mrs. E. C. Sacihise of Newark, N. Coyote Skunk,
who are
Hunting. Training for Squirrels^ and
KINGFIELD—Passenger train leaves fo r Bige- Daily automobile parties
iowat9:00 A. M, and 5:45 P. M., fo r Farmington touring Maine come here for dinner J., is the guest of Mrs. Toon W. Min and Rabbits. Training the Deer Hound, Training
—Specific Things to .Teach, Training—Random
'at 12:30 P. M.
er.
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2—Breed
Mixed train leaves for Strong at 6:00 A . M., and
ing and Cai e o f Doga—Selecting the Dog, Care
arrives from Strong at 9:20 A . M.
Mrs. T. L. Barber and Mrs. F. R. and Breeding, Breeding, Breeding (Continued),
BIGELOW—Passenger train leaves fo r Farm
SYLVAN LAKE
of Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail
/aker are giving a picnic and having Peculiarities
ments o f the Dog. Part 3—Dog Lore—Still Trail
ington at 10:45 A . M., and arrives from FarmingAs good as it sounds, with camps of dinner cooked on tibe shore to-day.
ers vs Tonguers, Music, The Dog on the Trap
at 6:35 P. M. Passenger train arrives from
Line, Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4—The
Kingfield at 9:50 A. M., and leaves fo r Kingfield all kinds and sizes. Ten ponds within
Mrs. W. B. French of Brookline, Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound, The
at 6:40 P. M.
10 miles. Salmon, togue, perch and
Beagle,
Dachshurd and Basset Hound. Pointers
Excellent hunting.
Guides Mass., who for many years 1ms been and Setters, Spaniels, Terriers—Airedales, Scotch
SUNDAY TRAIN leaves Phillips fo r Farm ing trout.
ton at 9100 A. M. and 3:35 P. M. For Rangeley at furnished. Write for terms to
among the annual comers, was warm Collies, House and Watch Dogs, A Farmer Hunt
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
11.28 A. M., arrives from Farmington at 11:25 A.
F . G . H H YDEN ,
ly greeted by a host cf old friends Terms.
M. and from Rangeley at 3:35 P. M.
R. F. D. 1,
Abbot Village, Me.
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound 60 Cents.
on "her arrival this week.
F- N, BEAL, General Manager

BIRTHDAY PARTY

3 Ounces

IOC

Slice it as
you use

BALL TEAM PLAYS
THREE GAMES

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

D

U
various makes
and tells how to use
them. Also chapters
on care of pelts, etc.
This book contains
,3.33 Pages, 5 x 7 in,,
and 130 illustrations,
printed on good qual
ity heavy paper. Just
the book that trappers
have long needed.
Gives the history of
steel traps, how made,
sizes for various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
to Set; Looking at Traps! MysteriouslySprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall Trapping; Land
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap;
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound 60 Ceuts.

CANADIAN WILDS
E L L S about the
Hudson Bay Com
T
pany; Northern Indians
and their Modes of
Hunting, Trapping, etc
Provisions f o r t h e
Wilderness, Things to
Avoid, etc., etc.. The
author (Martin Hunter)
was with the Hudson
Bay Company for about
40 years—from 1863 to
1903 and the informa
tion is given from al
most a half century’s
experience. This book contains 277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:
The Hudson’s Bay Company; The "Free Trader”
Outfitting Indians,.Trackers of the North, Provis
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts, About
Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances,
Indian Packs, Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,
Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten. Indian
Mode of Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode o f Hunting
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success, Things
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal,
The Care of Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Case
o f Nerve, Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
Eyed Duck. Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces
sary. A Heroic Adventure, Wild Oxen. Long Lake
Indians, Den Bears, The Mishap o f Raison.
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound 60 Cents

CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS
H IS is one of the
mo s t practical
books on woodcraft
ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lover? of
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and(l.
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.

T

Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 60 Cents.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
• HP h E most practisjjf -t- cal book on fish
ing ever published.
1SCIENCE o r
T h e author says;
FISHING
“ For those whovhave
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.” This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and HOW. W H EN
and W H E R E to
catch them; also tells
the K IN D of tackle
used for each fish,
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art” ; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial BaitR; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; Surf
Casting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for “Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; -Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish—Good Places.
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 6 0 Cents

Send all orders to

M AINE WOODS,
P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E

Special Offer books and Outing Edition
of M A IN E WOODS one year, $1.2 <;

FISHING AT
SEBEC LAKE

WHliamt
his “ big one” a 3y2 pound trout, and also of Washington; Mrs.
Boyd and family of New York; Dr.
•hopes for a larger one later.
Kenneth R. Mead of Greenwich, ard Mrs. A. E. Lambert, of MiddleConn., has joined his parents for the bury, Vermont; Miss Rilla Hersumi,
and Miss Hortense Hersum.
remainder of the season.
.
Mrs. B. K. Cobb and son, Wm, T.
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Daven
Sebec Lake, September 5,—These
%
Cobb, 2nd., of Boston after an ab port, and Miss Lucy Davenport of are net the days of early rising and
sence of four summers which they Dorchester, Mass., will return to persistent fishing the same as is
have spent in Europe are delighted Boston Thursday, completing their dene in the early spring when every
to greet old friends and spend a few 10th summer at their cottage
on fisherman lias a guide and fishes
weeks in camp here at Capt. Cob Great lake. *
.
both early and late, for it is vacat
urn’s, and they plan to remain part
Travelers on the road to the sta ion days when the fisherman has his
of October.'
tion Sunday reported two automo wife and family along with him and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
C.
Renwiek
cf
biles
in difficulty, one with a brok he must cater to their pleasures and
Bcwption SO cents extra. Foreign subscription
Summit, N. J., Mr. and Mrs. H. A. en axle, another with one of the must also take the time to teach his
A wealth -of sheer good nature
tf centa ixtra.
Hitchcock of New York came down back wheels off.
The identity , of children the gentle art of angling. But
Endears, you to us, Phil.
Entered as second olass matter. January 21,
the lakes for a short stay this week. tve owners could not be learned as for all of (hat the fishermen at Pack
Though round you we have woven
UfW. at ttoe postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
A, S. Murry of Cambridge, Mass., they were evidently driving at a ard’s Camps Sebec Lake, are making
A hand of friendship’s m c’ d
the A ct of March 3. 1879.
came tinis week for his .first visit moderate rate of speed at the time some good records every
pleasant
The proof of our affection
and is so much pleased with the ag no fatalities were reported.
day.
Taa Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire Is this little band of gold.
, state 04 Maine aa to Hunting, Trapping. Camp
place he will remain until the end of
Robert Maroy of Boston and Wil
Camp Runora, a camp for girls,
ed and Outing news, and the Franklin county Now all we ask is that whene’er
liam
O’Brion of New York City, on
the
season.
This trinket meets your eye, •
which is now completing its first
seaily.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fisb You’ll think of us as loyal friends
Clarence C. Van Roden and Ken year on the estate of the late Jacob a trip to one of the Bog Brooks last
•nd game photographs from ts readers.
neth Mead took advantage of the Wentworth, is still open and about Sunday, caught the limit, that is
That knew you on P. I.”
When ordering the address o£ your paper
clear weather and with George and 20 girls are staying for the post 25 nice trout each. Mr. Marcy caught
Miss
Elizabeth
A.
Reese
of
South
-hanged, please give the old aa weil aa new
one trout that weighed an even
Orange, N. J., who came early in the Fred York followed the trail to the season.
ddress.
■
pound.
All the rest of this catch
on
season and is entertaining Miss Ma.ry top of Observatory Mountain
The. fish hatchery -at North Bel were trout about ten inches long,
T H U R S D A Y , S E P T E M B E R 9, 1915. G. Wells of the same city,
Miss Thursday.
grade has a large supply of small
Mr, and Mrs. Arthur C. Holmes of
Ethel Giffin of Orange, N. J., Miss
Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Berry of Jer salmon in the water troughs which
Pniladelphfi, Pa„ are enjoying the
Virginia Carnahan of Fort Wayne, sey City, who came in June are the
will he put into the'lake, in Novem fishing and are having very good
Ind., have two camps on the main last of their party of twelve to lin
ber.
luck.
They are both true spoils
land.
These young ladies are very ger until the ferest is taking on the
men and refuse to kill
any fish
fond of wild life, they
have
a autumn colors.
except
what
they
want
.served
at
motor boat, two canoes, with Pete
Robt. J. Snyder lias returned to
their own table in camp.
Their
Lufkin and Geo. Fanjoy for guides. New York, but M.rs, Snyder
(Special Correspondence.)
and
largest salmon this week weighed
Pleasant Island Camps, Cupsuptic Every pleasant day they are off for daughter, who came in July will re
three pounds and four ounces.
Lake, September 7.—“ These are the a picnic or a tramp through the for main two weeks longer.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Mather of
Last evening as they were
real Rangeley days that got
side est.
Mrs. N. R. Schocunmaker and son,
New
York City are hairing great
paddling
down
Cupsuptic
stream
they
tracked this summer and have not
Daniel of Nyack, N. J., who spend
sport
with the hass and report
reached here until September,” ''said saw two of the largest bucks with September at Mountain View came
Bangor, Me., Sept. 7.— Chief Game
some
extra
fine catches. Mr. and
a jolly fellow this morning, who be big horns that roam this pa^t of the via White Mountains and registered "Warden Frank Perkins of Bradley,
Mrs.
Mather,
with their guide, car
country and the speed with which here Friday.
fore breakfast was out for a swim.
who was in Bangor on business Mon
This is ' the first time so late in they went up "the bank and into the
Mr. and Mrs. L. Arthur Reese of day, looks forward to a good game ried their canoe into Peenud Pond
good
September every camp lias been oc woods would socn take them
to Philadelphia, wiho since June have season this year, as he says that and had some exceptionally
cupied and as soon as' one starts Canada.
.
*
been in Camp Wiswell will remain deer are plenty and the license fee fishing in'this newly discovered bass
homeward others come, and
more
Mrs. L. A. Keene of East Sumner until the last of this month and have having been reduced to out of state pond.
are coming for the hunting in Octob spent last week here at Pleasant Is greatly enjoyed the summer.
Dr. J. P. C. Van Loan *of New
hunters, there is no longer any rea
er ,
The past week the following are son for ’them to complain because York City caught seven salmon in
land, visiting her daughter,
Miss
The ‘‘Jolly Eight” of last year num Mildred Keene, who is the popular among those wiho have crossed to of an exorbitant rate.
It is now two days’ fishing, the largest weigh
bers eleven this fall and never did a postmaster and clerk for the sec Umbagog to take the trip through only $15 for the privilege of hunting ing four pounds and the smallest one
Dixville Notch: David L. Bentzfel- game for which $25 was charged last and three-fourths pounds.
party have a better time. They have ond season.
three ©ahins and are:
Mr.
and
The studio camp is taken
this der of Tampico, Mexico; S. Mills, year.
Dr. Edwin W. Tate and son of Ne
Mrs. W. F. Wilkinson, Mrs. M. G. month by Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mains Mrs. S. May, Miss Pautlyne S. May,
Chief Warden Perkins, who
al wark, N. J., are enjoying the good
Delano and son, Frank W. Delano, and little daughter, Miss Janet of Miss Louise May of New York; Mrs. ways favored a close time on moose fishing and have brought in some
Mrs. Helen F, Brown, Miss Lucy S. Newark, N. J., who come for the Bigelow and daughter of Longwocd, for a period of years, believes that good salmon and bass to prove their
L.
Hanscom, the present law will work to the prowess.
Brown, J, Clarke Brown of Salem, first time, and are
greatly taken Mass.; Mrs. Jessie
Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Leonard G. with the life here in the wilderness. Mrs. H. A. Edgerly of Boston; Mrs. benefit of Maine’s biggest
Dr. George T. Chase of New- York
game.
Humphrey of Marblehead, Mass., and
Mr, and Mrs. Chas. A. Washburn R. L. Thurston of Brookline, Mass.; The wardens will be alert to enforce City, who has been at the camps
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Bray cf Beverly, of Newtonville, Mass,, who for the Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. Draper of the close time provision, too,
as with his family for the past six
Mass,
The party are never quiet fifteenth summer are in Lakeside Washington, D. C.; Mr. and Mrs. they wrish to conserve moose in the weeks, will return home in a few
but are o ff far a picnic, a fishing Camp, enjoy life, fishing, canobing, John V. Irvin, Mr. and Mrs. Morris big game preserve nerth of Bangor. days.
Fishing is only a part of
•
trip, or up to Rangeley for dinner, and in their meter boat, and are not D. Ernst of New York.
Other eastern states have
deer ti e doctor’s sport, but he has brought
Although some go home this week, and other comparatively small game in some record catches of
chartering the steamboat Cupsuptic Id only happy themselves but do much
trout
others are coming and September
take them over the lakes, and if one tc add to the happiness of others.
hut Maine is the only state in this from the surrounding pends and has
will find a larger number of guests section of the country to have en also caught his six pound salmon
can’t think of a gcod joke to play
H.
B. Powell, the Philadelphia law
on the party, another can, and there yer and family, who have for weeks than ever before entertained so late
ough moose to make it worth while iat Sebec Lake.
are no dull hours with this happy been in Sunset Camp, left for home in the season at Lakewood Camps.
S. B. Fowler, who has been at the
going after them.
The supply has
company, who are here for a ten this week, Mr. and Mrs. Powell go
been diminishing for several years camps since June 1st, is having lute
days’ outing.
ing from here via Canada to San
and now it is hoped to give them a usual good luck fishing and in many
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. C. Renwuck of Francisco, Calif., to visit the Ex
other ways is enjoying camp life to
fresh start.
Sumfmit, N. J., who have been at position, planning for a longer stay
the full extent.
It is not known yet who will be
Grant’s for a month are now in Camp here next season
The salmon have commenced jump
the warden in charge at the Union
Sunset and for the first time spend
ing at the Lower Greeley Falls and
station in this city, which each year
ing a few weeks at Pleasant Island.
at the Kow Yard Falls and on every
Belgrade Lakes, Sept.
7. —The witnesses the arrival of more game pleasant day there are a large num
Mr. Renwiek is a great sufferer
September season finds a large num than at any other station in New ber of the lady guests who tramp
from hay fever when in New Jersey,
Warden Perkins has been
ber cf summer visitors enjoying the England.
but in this region finds a perfect
over the trail to these falls to see
magnificent weather.
At the Bel in charge nearly every year for a the salmon jump.
cure and never a sneeze.
A number of the
grade Hotel the management reports bout 25 years, but bas been appoint guests have been fortunate enough
Dr. Arthur Pell of Rye, N. Y.,
ed
by
the
officers
of
the
game
com125 guests, an unusual number for
(Special Correspondence.)
after an absence of six years, vims
to secure a good snap shot
with
A new four-piece nhssdon each year and no announce tle ir cameras of the salmon in the
Lakewood Camps,
Middle Dam, this time of year.
here for*a week’s stay, and declares
from
he has never found a# more beautiful September 6.—This afternoon Miss orchestra arrived Monday and will ment has been forthcoming
act of jumping the falls.
spot in all his travels.
M. F. Hooper, Miss M. A. Doe cf be utilized for the entertainment cf that body as yet.
In about ten days the salmon in
E. -A. Bean of Belgrade
Lakes, these pools will rise to the fly in
Mrs. Roberts Le Rouf illier of Boston, Mr. and Mrs. Frank R. Jell- the guests this month.
The fishing continues to furnish who was in Bangor, Monday, says good shape.
Wayne, Penn., who has with
her eff of Washington, D. C., Mrs. E. R.
It requires an lexpert
son, Chas., and Miss Mary E. Greeaie Porter of Indianapolis, Ird., .and sport for the late anglers. The black that the best salmon and trout fish argler to land a four or five pound
been as usual enjoyfng the summer Geore C. Gibbs of Jacksonville, Fla., bass are biting well in Long Lake, ing in years is reported at the lakes. sahnon in the quick water at the
in Camp Ideal, is now visiting her who came across the lakes, go over and many of the guides have trans Every day several fine fish are tak feet of the G-reeley Falls.
sister, Mrs. David R. Craig in Wel the carry to Umlhagcg lake, make ferred their loafs from Great Lake en, and the black bass are especial
The camps have been filled with
lesley, Mass., who was here for a the trip by auto from Errpl, N. H., tp satisfy the demand.
The white ly numerous, some fishermen getting out-of-state guests for the past two
five weeks’ stay early in the season. through. Dixville Notch and
spend perch fishing in Great Lake is the as many as 75 or 100 during their months and every one has been well
Chas. Le Boutillier, who is a student the night at the Balsams, then con best it has been for some time.
stay at the lakes.
Mr. Bean
ex pleased with the fishing and a num
at Abbott School, Farmington, is en tinue their way heme through
Pie
The Acme Theatre announces Sat presses the belief that there is noth ber of the July guests are boolwkL^
tertaining one of his classmates, A. White Mountains, cr up to- Quebec urday evening, September 11th as the ing in the saying that hlack bass fur the September fishing.
E. Griffin of Rumford.
ard home by Montreal.
More popu date for the last performance. The and salmon cannot be taken
from
Thomas O. Rogers of Boston, who lar than ever is this wonderful trip bowling alleys will close at
the the same lake.
He knows from ex
W ERE THE
DUCKS T A M E ?
with Tirade A. Quinn is here for the giving a variety of travel through the same time, but thus far a diminut perience that while black bass and
summer, with John Madden is this beautiful lake and mountain scenery. ion of interest in this favorite sport salmon stay in different parts
of j Harold VC. Smith of Gardhier who
week in Lewiston attending the State
The
prize the same lake, not associating t o -; shot three ducks, supposed to be
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. S. Jones, three has failed tc appear.
Fair,
sons and daughter of
Waterbury, j winners for last week were as fol- gether at all, they may be caught in j tame and owfieri by Supt. Bowie at
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon D. Graff of Conn., after a month’s stay in Camp lows:
Class’ A, C. Chase 113; Class the same body of water.
Tacoma Lakes, as previously report
Boston, who are spending part of Comfort, on Friday went home via. iB, Roy Albiee 99; Class C, E. V.
ed in The Sun, is not yet entirely
the September days in Lone Pine South Arm where they left their au Sola, O. ^yJones, A. Jewell 90. Lad
IN T E R S T A T E
R IF LE
TO U RN A- convinced that the said ducks were
Camp are having a great outing. tomobile.
This delightful
fami y ies’ prizes (town residents): Ruth
really tame or that they were own
MENT.
With their canoe they spend most not only have a good time tihemteelves Damren 100, Mrs. Clement 99. Laded by Mr. Bowie,
He thinks some
cf the time on the water and taking hut add much to the happiness of ies’ prizes (summer residents): Mrs..
one got “ his goat” as well as his
trips in all directions. J^ast night others, and their njany friends at Lundell, 89; Miss Bridges, 80.
Tilie interstate rifle tournament, six dollars.
they went up Cu.psuptic stream and Middle Dam will be glad to know
A. E. Burns and family, and Mr. which will be held on the Sea Girt, ■In the first place Smith thought
spent the night at Tumble Inn. Both they plan to return next season.
and Mrs. Pierce Marion of Boston N. J. range, beginning Sept. 9 and he could distinguish a wild
duck
are fond of fly fishing and often
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. S'phor of New are/passing two weeks at D. C. continuing for ten days, will be the from a tame duck.
The ducks he
come in with a good string fcr the York are among the annual comers, Kelley’s camp on Great lake. Mir. 25th season of rifle matches
here shot not only looked wild but they'
fry pan.
who will spend September in Camp Burns and Mr. Mar’on are with the and will attract marksmen from all acted wild until he fired the fatal
Miss A. E. McLin of New York Satisfaction.
Pioneer Press Co. of Boston.
sections of the country.' Teams from Shot.
He admits they looked wild
and friend, Miss Helen WatsfTn o"
Air had a hearty welcome for Mr.
Mir. and Mrs. Rufus L. Clark. Ru- Connecticut, Massachusetts,
Rhode to him even after he had killed them.
Trenton, N. J., after a happy 'sojourn and Mrs. Harry W. Weed and two- fus C. Clark, William Clark and Miss Island, New York, Pennsylvania,
Now that he has feasted upon them,
cf three weeks in one of the new s* ns, C. Van Ness and F. Wesley j Nancy Clark of Winchester, Mass., Ohio, Maryland, the District of Col
he declares they tasted “ just
like
camps on the main land, regretfully Wood of Yonkers, N. Y., who after returned home Monday, after their umbia, New Jersey, Virginia,
and wild ducks.”
left for home Wednesday, so much ’ it absence of three years1 are again second summer at
Clarkscroft on western states are expected to com
It is a fact, say Smith’s friends,
pleased with log cabin life they hope at Middle Dam.
Great Lake.pete in the matches.
Individual e that he never would have thought
to return next June for the summer. • L. Westervelt of Poughkeepsie, N.
Late guests at the ' Red Oaks vents this year will undoubtedly at of such a thing as the ducks being
Phil Perry, “ the most useful man Y., who is an expert fly fisherman, Lodge include:
Mrs. J J. Lamp- tract more attention than, the team “ tame” if Supt. Bowie, had
not
on the place” was most happily sur in fact his friends say he w< u’d not ton and Miss Dorothy Lampion of matches, as the long distance shoot
mentioned it to him.
Now lie is
prised last ga turd ay night when 20 even eat a fish unless caught on the Washington, D. C., 'Mrs. H. H. Hawk- ing brings some of the best marks
wondering if Mr. Bowie did not
cf has friends, remembering it was i fly, with Wm. Sargent guide, has for , hurst and Miss Katherine Hawkhurst, men of the country here.
(Continued on page five.)
his birthday, surrounded him and be
gan to offer congratulations
and
pilot him to the lake where
two
' ISSUED WEEKLY
motor boats were waiting and took
the party down to the spring on the
lake shore for a corn roast.
Geo.
Phillips, Maine
Fan joy was the guide who built the
L. B. BRACKETT,
fire, and after the corn was roast
Business Manager
ed a handsome birthday cake was
cut.
Mr. Quinn, in behalf of the
OUTING EDIriONf
a nice
pag6B ..................................... .
$1.00 per year friends presented Phil with
gold signet ring saying;
LOCAL EDITION
tS and 16 p a g e s ................................. $1.60 per year
A ^generohs heart, a helping hand,
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub- A fountftin of gQcd will,

MAINE WOODS
J. W. Brackett Co.

“ JOLLY EIGHT”
NUMBERS ELEVEN

WARDEN SAYS
“ PLENTY OF DEER”

MANY STILL
AT BELGRADE

MANY GO
THROUGH NOTCH

CLASSIFIED
Qp» cent ■ word in advance. No headline or
other display. Subjects in a, h. c, order

fOR s a l e OR EXCHANGE—Young,
iound, acclimated horses. Both heavy
tnd light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross.
Phillips, Me.
FOR SALE—Desirable house lots in
Phillips.
Address Maine Woods.
FOR SALE—Bay mare, Lady Belle
by Belle ^Buckle by Bow Belle, 2.19%.
Dam, Lena C. by Bugwood. 8 years
old, 15Yz hands high, 960 lbs. Sound,
kind, very 'fast pacer. Gees with
boots.
Come and see her work at
fair grounds.
Will sell at big bar
gain as I have two in slow classes.
C. S. Robbins, at fair grounds dur
ing fair.
FOR SALE—Hatree, office chair.,
bed and other furniture. Lot cf tools
for wood and iron.
Chains, jack
screw's, tool chests.
j. M. Teague,
Phillips.
WANTED—Position in private family
or hotel.
Etta C. Bowker, West
Peru, Me.

CLAY PIGEON
DECEPTIVE BIRD
(By

G.

H.

Pierre.)

Clay pigeon shooting looks easy.
In fact, there are people who taboo
the sport because it is too easy, or,
as they say, “ like taking candy from
a baby.”
But—did you ever swing a trusty
gun to your shoulder—take a slant
down the barrel—and try to pulver
ize that same clay target.
If you
have, then you’ll know’ something a
bout the sJipperiness of said target.
If you haven’t—well, as they say in
correct parlor English *“ you’ve
got
another guess coming.”
It’s a funny thing how the fellow
looking on can almost invariably
show the “ doer” how it ought to be
dene, and trapshooting is no excep
tion to this rule. But—well, there’s
only one answer, get out and “ bust”
a few yourself.
Standing 'near the score with the
trap box only 16 yards away a tar
get looks as big as a balloon when
it starts its flight.
Incidentally it
sails away so gracefully that it leads
one to wonder how under the sun
it can escape the perfect hail of
shot that is sent after it.
Frankly
’t seems as though atny one with
sense enough to shoot somewhere in
its neighborhood ought to smash it.
This, cf course, is the viewpoint of
the spectator. From the standpoint o
the shooter, however, the case is dif
ferent.
To the beginner it is ex
tremely different, yes, sir-'
They supply you with, a gun at the
clubhouse.
They give you twentyfive shells—loaded, of course. Then
some sympathetic and helpful veter
an leads you to the firing line. He
tells you how to stand—the proper
position in which to adjust yourself
and how to hold and sight tihe gun.
Perhaps you may have he’ d a gun,
and even shot one many times be
fore, and, of course, to your own
tnind, all this is superfluous.
Your humble opinion of your own
ability tells you so, and you mental
ly resolve to Show the folks a thing
or two.
Finally after you- are all set and

F . N y e is the great
authority on refined oils in the
world.-He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and N Y O I L
is the best oil he has ever made.
W illia m

est

N Y O IL

HAS NO E Q U A L .
Beware of scented mixtures called
Use N Y O IL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica

oil.

tion.

Sportsmen,

use it

liberally on

your firearms and your rod. Yon will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 e. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

W M . F. N Y E ,
New Bedford, Mass.

ready—after you have swallowed the hunting trip his game amounted to 3 Ins long legs stretched out behind 6ff by the government at Jackson
lump in your throat— and settled the partridges, two foxes and two minks. him flew away to the opposite side ville, Fla., in October.
Maryland
final speculation as to whether the Mr. Williamson in his later years of the stream where he landed beside and Pennsylvania are the only states
gun will kick or not—y o u 'g iv e the won renown as a blueberry picker, a stump and instantly became a mo in the Union which have positively
eoipmon “ pull.”
Bing!
The clay and on his 79th birthday picked thre tionless creature, which would al declined to give their National Guard
bird springs into the air.
Bang1 pecks of blueberries.
At the age most defy detection unless one were the benefit of training a teanu, for
Goes your gun and what should be of 86 be sawed 10 cords of wood.
acquainted with his means of pro these matches.
Three other states
a mass of fragments scattered about
tection from discovery.
He later are doubtful, but are making every
in the atmosphere - is in reality a
The Skunk Hunters’ Association of engaged in feeding, leisurely stalk effort to overcome the difficulties so
perfectly goed clay pigeon sailing aNorth Belgrade at its recent meet ing along among the water grasses that they can be represented. They
wsy unscathed in the distance. It’s
are California, Washington and Vir
ing elected Albert'Cummings of Wat- on his long legs.
tantalizing to be sure, hut it’s ex
If one had been possessed of a ginia.
The U. S. Navy has also
erville president; Alfred Bates, vice
hilarating, too.
The kick of the
president; A. M. Spaulding, treasur camera it wouild have been a splen declined to send a team notwith
gun turns out to be mostly imagina
er; Fred A. Finigan, secretary and did opportunity to have taken a pic standing the navy . representatives
tion. ~~ The bug-bear of a sere should
Dudley Soper, Edgar S. Closson, Jos ture of the bird in liis natural have made splendid records in past
er is a thing of the past, and hav
For the
eph J. Nolan, William Smith and Al haunts, for It is very rarely that years in the competition.
ing been initiated into the spo-rt you
fred Bates trustees fcr a term of one of this species can be approach first time these matches have been
tnckle each succeeding shot
with
It was an interesting thrown open to teams of cadets from
three years.
Vice Pres. Bates is ed so near.
greater ambition and anticipation.
adventure
for
the
ladies and one military schools and colleges.
.
chiefs of police of Yonkers, N. Y.;
Now here is the surprising thing,
Never before has the
governmen
Mr, Soper is mayor of Yonkers, and which the bird enthusiast fully en
from the mere spectator’s viewpoint
joyed and will long remember.
been so generous in its efforts to
Mr. Closscn mayor of Montclair, N.
those targets look as big as the
make this great shooting tournament
J.
house.
When you view them down
W E R E T H E DUCKS T A M E
a success, the last Congress having
the gun barrel they seem to shrink
appropriated $50,000 towards assisting
to the size of a dime.
Furthermore
A small deer recently followed a
the states in paying transportation
(Continued from page four.) '
the path that they take through the waitress at the Columbia hotel, Port
charges of their teams to Florida,
air is as devious as that of a one land, to her place of work. A second mistake him for A, Mark and “ pull
and while there the enlisted men will
him
on”
to
die
extent
of
$6,
just
for
legged man walking up a cork screw. waitress saw the animal in the back
be allowed commuted ration of $1.50
Some of Smith’s friends
It’s all in the game,, however, and yard of the hotel, and notifying Chef a joke.
a day.
The range in Florida Is a
the first shot is a baptism to a Swanson and Chef Brilliant,
they who also know that no one living new one, second in size to the Camp
sport that holds you closer than a went out into the yard to capture enjoys a good joke better than Supt.
Perry range, and second to the fam
brother.
To get only three targets the animal.
It was rounded up only Bowie, are inclined to accept Smith’s ous Sea Girt range in its natural
cut of a possible twenty-five or per after it had run into and become deductions as “ good dope,”
beauty.
Adjutant General Foster,
Smith doesn’t deny hut that it
haps to achieve twenty-five
goose tangled in a wire fence.
of Florida, and his aides have spent
was a clever bit of salesmanship on
eggs is really a decided rebuff to
years of labor in ’ perfecting and
the part of Supt. Bowie, whether
your pride. You may walk hack to
beautifying this range, which is lo
Hon. William T. Haines of Water- the ducks were wild or tame.
It
tne clubhouse with a humble opinion
cated on the St. Johns River, twelve
ville,
formerly
governor
of
Maine,
was all so sudden that Smith settl
of yourself and the sympathetic, ‘-you
miles from Jacksonville.
has
purchased
‘‘Birch
Knolls”
at
ed before he thought—that is, be
did-pretty-gcod-old-man,
I-only-gotThe interest of civilians throughout
fore he got through thinking. He
cne-out-of-any-first-twenty-five,” holds iPond cove.
the
country is shown by the organi
now thinks he will think twice be
little consolation.
zation of government rifle clubs in
I N T E R E S T I N G E X P E R IE N C E .
fore
he
buys
any
more
ducks
that
But the hurt is soon lost in the
way.
Therefore it behooves any in-L almost every state in the Union as
firm intention to go back at them
well as in Porto Rico, Alaska, Haw
and make good. And it’s this self Two Ladies Capture Big Blue Heron dividual who would sell any more aii, and the Canal Zone.
In the
ducks
to
Smith,
whether
they
he
live
on
the
Messalonskee.
same desire to “ make good” that
last
six
months
over
200
clubs
have
ducks or dead ducks, tame or wild,
constantly lures you again and again.
been organized, and this number
to
put
up
a
very
convincing
argu
Some
ladies,
who
were
rowing
on
That’s why trapshooting is appro
And furthermore they have could have been more than doubled
stream Friday ment,
priately called “ The Sport Alluring.” the Messalonskee
got
to
send
the ducks to him, and it the government had been able to
That’s why it" holds the interest and afternoon, says the Waterville Sen
offer range facilities to the many
the unflagging enthusiasm and love tinel, were near Stony Turn, so- not him to the ducks.
At any rate Smith has the honor clubs applying for charters. To these
of its ardent devotees year after called, when they saw a big bird
clubs there have been issued by the
year.
Incidentally 'that’s why its but a short distance from them, cf having shot the first flock of O.rdnance Department of the Army
tame)
which immediately riveted their at tame ducks (if they were
popularity is ever increasing.
since the first of the year 806 Krag
tention.
One of them is decidedly, ever seen in the waters of Tacoma
rifles and 550,150 rounds of ammuni
,
a bird enthusiast and when the bird Lakes.—Lewiston Sun.
tion.
seemed to he disinclined to flee very
To test the efficiency of these
far from them on their approach, she C O M ING N A T I O N A L R I F L E T O U R 
club
members with the military rifle,
NAMENT.
became strongly possessed of the
a national competition was organiz
desire to attempt a capture.
The big bird stood in the rushes
Rifle shooting is having a great ed and a trophy presented by the
and
the
ladies
rowed
near
enough
to
boom
in the country just at
the War Department which represents
Bridgton reports great fishing on
the championship cf the United
see
that
it
was
a
fine
specimen
of
present
time,
interest
undoubtedly
Long Lake.
Thomas Potts with a
At first he having been considerably aroused in States among civiiian government
party from Tarry-a-While, recently the big blue heron.
In this competition 26
would fly a little way and wait their target shooting owing to the almost rifle clubs.
caught over 50 black bass in one
of
the
most
progressive of these
approach, and when they paddled up universal demand for a better state
day’s fishing.
to him he would again move off but of preparation for the country’s de clubs have entered teams, and the
Not only the regular ser competition is now going on under
each time he would allow them to fense.
An odd catch was made at Var- come nearer until finally the desire vices, but the civilians at large and the supervision of Army and Nation
num Pond recently by Ed Marble became a reality and the bird was a students of colleges and schools are al Guard officers, each club being
who, while trolling, hooked and land seemingly not unwilling captive.
taking considerable interest in rifle represented by ten men shooting a
ed a chub weighing more than three
and course of firing the same as is fol
The ladies took him home and put training, and local, interstate
pounds.
The chub fought as gamely
him in a large cage covered with national tournaments will be num lowed hy the National Guard in their
and for as long a time as most trout
chicken wire where they cc-uld ob erous during the next three months. record shooting.
do.
It was the biggest fish of the
As a result of this present agitat
serve him at their leisure.
He was
kind caught around there for many
Washington, D. C.
>
■ j
a magnificent specimen of his class, ion and state of mind, all the states
years.
The scales on the fish were
National Board for Promotion
with the real smoke blue plumage are taking increased interest in the
as large as silver dimes and nearly
of Rifle Practice.
and the front of his wings tinged big national shooting event to be run
as hard.
•with a beautiful rose hrown.
He
was young and handled his legs
Mv A. Ckott, while on the Norway somewhat awkwardly but his long
Drive recently, is certain that he neck curved most gracefully when he.
saw one of the wild pigeons
that would take the attitude which his
have been believed for years to be class assume when they are evading
extinct.
The bird was near a fam capture.
When he was liberated it was a
ous wild pigeon roosting place of
years ago.
Mr. Gott saw one of the study of unusual interest. He hard
wild pigeons when he was a boy and ly knew that he was once more free
Conducts a first class job printing department
is certain that he knows the bird. If to do his will, but he ’stretched his
this is a survivor cf the millions long neck and stood up with a mar
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work
that once darkened the skies in cloud tial air till finally he caught the
glint
of
the
sun
on
the
Messalon
like flights in this country, it will
skee far below him.
The crest
prove a famous discovery.
rose on his beautiful head and his
round.
The biggest salmon taken this sea yellow eyes look' d sharply
son from Eagle Lake, Mt. Desert Is Then lie lifted one.leg after the oth
land, was that brought home by Rus er slowly, seemingly not one wliit awho
sell Dorr of Bar Harbor. It is well fiaid of the several persons
his
to say “ brought home” instead
of were watching him and made
way
toward
the
water.
After
he
had
‘'caught” for this big 514
pounder
landed himself in the bottom of. the walked some distance,., he suddenly
boat and all Mr. Dorr hud to do was lifted himself into the air and light
fall on him.
Mr,. Dorr, was fishing ly borne on his enormous wings, with

HERE, THERE
AND EVERYWHERE

| MAINE WOODS I

W h y n o t le t u s K e lp
y o u w ith y o u r
a d v e r tis in g ?

with live bait and tickled the palat^.
of the big fish which swallowed the'
hcok and then came right up and
climbed aboard.
Great was Mr.
Of an Occasional Trip to
Dorr’s surprise, hut lie managed to
catch hold of his prize and brought
home the trophy.
• * Will Be Greatly Enhanced I f the

THE PLEASURE
PORTLAND

David Williamson, the oldest man
in Madison has just celebrated his
90th birthday.
Mir. Williamson was
born in Sta.rks, living there and at
the .Height of Land until at the age
of 25 he was married to Miss Selina
Taylor of Dead River and moved to
Wisconsin for two years.
To them
were born nine children of whom
seven are living.
In his early years
he was known as a hunter and
boasts that he has taken from dens
and killed over 50 hears, the largest
one weighing 600 pounds.
On one

NEW CHASE HOUSE

We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
dummies and prices on request.

Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
Home During' Your Stay.

Positively the Only First-Class Modern
House In the City, With All Conven
iences Including Hot and Cold Running
Water and Local and Long Distance
Telephone in All Rooms.

Just a step from h onument Square
Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable.
Take the "Jitney” or Munjoy Hill' car to rn
Union StationEuropean Plan Only, Rates $1X0 and up.
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
B. E. THUBSTON.
R. F. HIMMELEIN.
Proprietors.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS,

MAINE
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hp Miss Blanch Russell and that honors
might be equal L. C. Brown also had
a box of sweets.
Every evening a party with canoes
a good automobile road directly from go over to South Bog for the fly
Rumford to Rangeley, which would fishing, and when they come
back
Boston Man Gives a Reception in save miles of travel for those corn have great fish stories to tell and
i c e and going through
the
White also of seeing deer on the lake shores
Honor of Nieces.
Mountains.
There will no doubt be
Several tramped across country to
fore many years come a time when the beaver works up the stream
(Special Correspondence.)
the road from the south shore of Thursday afternoon and were great
Balcl Mountain Camps, Mooselook- Rangeley lake will be extended acros ly elated by seeing a beaver.
meguntic Lake, September 4.—Mrs. South Bog, and meet this new road
Sunday the following party motore
H. M. Whiting and son, R. A. Whit- near Macy Junction, and then one
here and took dinner:
Mayor H.
ine of Brookline, Mass., Mrs. M. L. can'motor completely around RangeR. Porter and wife and daughters,
Dingley o f Boston and Miiss Winnie ley lake.
Miss Beatrice and Miss Marguerite
Lee Davis of Foresthill, Mass., after
Bern Ellis to-day made a trip with Porter of Auburn, Miss R. A. Met
a pleasant stay of several weeks in his new Reo car to Phillips, taking
calf, Miss Grace Longley, Dr. W. FI.
Birch Bower Cabin, left Saturday for a party there, for dinner at the Elmr
Hawkins, Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Witliam
a visit to Poland Springs en route \vood.
of Lewiston, Miss Pearl Oldham of
for home.
Hon. Geo. D. Bisbee of Rumford Woodstock, N. B., Dr. and Mrs. F. B.
Monday night E. L. Foss of Bos left camp to attend the funeral of
Colby of Rangeley.
ton gave a reception and dance in his old friend, Hon. John D. Long
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. C. Orr of Port
the big office in honor of has nieces, at his home in Hingham, Mass.
land, while on an auto trip
spent
Miss Marion and Miss Louise Bryant
part of the week at Mingo.
of Newton, Mass., who with their
mother, Mrs. C. A. Bryant and broth
Mrs. Etta Rhett, a well-known
ers, Walter T, and Ohauncy D. Bry
Washington, D. C., lady who is here
ant have for several weeks been at
for part of September, entertained
home in Camp Sunset.
The office
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Downs and
was changed into a bovver of green
daughter, Miss Vera Downs of New'
from the forest, and the ladies hand Prof. Munyon Leases Land and York on Friday.
somely gowned received their friends
On Sunday quite a party from here
Arranges for Their Con
from the hotel and nearby camps wh
went to Kennebago for dinner at the
struction.
came in automobiles and boats, abou
Kennebago Lake House, including Mr
75 being present.
There was music
and Mrs.-L. C. .3nowin and son, Mrs.
(Special Correspondence.)
and dancing.
Refreshments of ice
W. V. Collender and Benj. F. ColMingo Springs, Rangeley Lake, Sep lender, Master John, Paul and Phil
c^eam, and cake were served and from
a unique punch bowl cut from a tember . 4.—^Proprietor C. A. Cole is ip Cotter.
solid cake of ice h a n d s o m e ly decor this week in Boston on a business
All regretted to say good-bye
toated with flowers, fruit punch was trip.
Misses M. Olive Lewis, Gail Edith
After the many rainy days that Lewis and Florence R. Lewis, three
served.
Candy was passed the lad
ies and cigars to the gentlemen. It kept people indoors, the time is now charming New York ladies, who have
v^as nearly midnight when good far too short for the many things greatly enjoyed a two months’ so
nights were .said and best wishes the city folks want to do and the journ and made many friends at
were offered to these ©harming places they wish to visit before go Mingo.
ing home.
Massachusetts young ladies.
Often there will be 20 or more
Prof. James M. Munyon, wh-o came bathing here in the cove close to the
“ The Zoo” is now quiet for the
•music and merry laugh of Dr. and from Philadelphia ten clays ago and wharf, which is one of the pleasant,
Mrs. E. G. Flint and party from is the owner of Mingo Springs, has pastimes.
North Attleboro, Mass., is not now during his stay this time leased the
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Russell and
echoing over the lake. Saturday they additional land needed for a golf party of nine from New York, who
all went home, the Yale, Harvard an course and is now arranging for the came early in the season are not en
Brown University boys, soon to take workmen to commence work this joying packing to return to
the
up their work, but all plan for a fall so that the links will be ready city.
grand reunion here on the lake shore for the lovers of the game when nex
As a number of parties are expect
another year.
season opens.
ed next week this promises to (be a
Mr. and Mrs. James Richie, who
Henry J. Scott, the -brilliant Phila busy September.
■have been there since the May days, delphia lawyer, who is here for his
plan to remain until October. Yester first visit is more than pleased with M R S . - J A N E T M C D O N A L D OF BAYday they went over iby Indian Rock tine Rangeleys and intends after this
V I L L E HAS R A IS E D H U N - ,
and cast the fly, taking some nice to be among the annual visitors.
DREDS OF A N IM A L S .
trout, but killing only enough
for
Mrs. W. H. Nearing cf New York,
supper.
who came in June and was joined by
Two seals, caught and cared for at
Miss H. M. Pope of New' York was her friends, Mirs. L. R. Whitlock and her Bayville home by Mrs. Janet Mc
a week-end guest of Mrs. E. E. Dem Miss Marion M. Wilkinson of the Donald arrived at Uniontown, Pa.,
e rit at Camp Hebron.
same city and with her have this where they are to be exhibited in. th
M/rs. A. L. Salt of Montclair, N. summer greatly enjoyed life in one Chris Smith Show's.
Their journey
J., spent last week here renewing of the bungalows, this week started was made as comfortable as possible
old friendships.
homeward, planning to return another by the expressmen to whom
they
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Valknnan and summer.
Their camp is now taken were given over all along the line.
sen, E. J. Jr., of Brooklyn, N. Y., by Mr. and Mrs. Sami. Campe of M.rs. McDonald lias been
shipping
who come each year, find this the. New York, who come for the first .seals to many places in America for
place where they escape hay fever, time and are much
pleased with eighteen years and she finds that
and in one o f the new camps enjoy Mingo.
they are very well cared for in tran
these beautiful September days.
Mrs. J. T. Van Rensselaer of Way- sit.
Instructions to the expressmen
John Stevens of Rumford has sold land, Mass., who has been here
for to give the seals an occasional bath
his camp to Mr. Parkhurst, wiho has six weeks was on Saturday joined by are followed out, because the ex
a summer home adjoining. Mr. Stev her daughter, Mrs. Arthur
Ballard pressmen are humane enough to
ens with a crew of men is now rush- and sweet little daughter, Miss Ann. want to see^ the seals live and, o-f
’ hg work, clearing a lot of land on
On Monday evening there was course, curiosity to see what they
the lake shore below Arlington Lodg great fun here in the office over an will do is aroused.
The seals are
where he will build a nice set of indoor putting match, which was an tame after Mrs. McDonald’s care, an
new camps.
original affair devised by Bradford they are most expressive in act and
It is understood that the road from Lambert, who has been very popular look for the hath that the strangers
Oquossoc is not only ito be extended this summer as an entertainer. The give them as they fravel along.
as far as there, but that a road has prize, a box of candy, was won by
Mrs. McDonald has the most un
usual occupatiou of any woman in
this part of the wmrld. She is 77
yeans of age and was nearly 60 when
she engaged in the business of catch
ing seals and raising them for the
market.
The seal along our coast is
not valuable for fur, but Mrs. Mc
Donald saw other possibilities in it,
and eighteen years ago this summer
undertook a new industry for our
coast.
She lias since caught hun
T r # "A
dreds of seals and after raising them
O'
up she has found a ready sale for
them for show purposes.
Ma^y of
the seals in our famous zoological
gardens and some that have appear
ed on the stage are taken by Mrs.
McDonald.
The catching season lasts about,
three weeks in the spring and dur
ing that time two men are employed
as assistants.
The seals are taken
in nets and only during the night
hours.
The nets must he constant
ly watched, as when the seals are
Wonderful for pastry, too, and just as good
once entangled they can live but ten
for biscuits, hot rolls and bread.
minutes under water.
The
men
take turns watching the nets after
Goes farther—a help in household economy
they are set, and the moment one is
—because it is milled by a special process
caught it is taken into the boat,
from Ohio Red Winter Wheat.
where it makes little resistance.
Your grocer will have it. Gpod grocers like
Very frequently Mrs. McDonald
works through the night herself, as
her long experience in the business
has taught her how to handle and
treat the captives.
They are taken
c. h . Mc K e n z ie t r a d i n g c o ., P h i l l i p s , M a i n e ,
only on the low tide.
been surveyed

directly

through

Hougthton, and thousands of dollars
NEW ROAD
already raised with which to build it.
BEING BUILT When this is completed there will be

NEW GOLF LINKS
TO BE BUILT

If

lakes Cakes Like This!

Light, tender, mouth-melting cake, the
kind that you are proud to serve, whether
it is just a cake you stirred up for the
family or a splendid big rich one for
.the birthday party.
.

to sell William Tell Flour

hotel, and to-morrow
will
leave
MANY GUESTS
for home via the DixviUe Notch and
the White Mountains.
REMAIN FOR SEPT. Fisherman Hawkins brought in a

Fish Still Being Brought to Net—
Olher Notes from Mt. View.
(Special Correspondence.)
Mountain View House, Rangeley
Lake, September 5.—Never
since
the oldest comer has been a guest
of this place has the weather been
more beautiful or as large a number
entertained the first week in Sep
tember as this year at
Mountain
View House.
Last night when the baggage wagcn came from the station with 11
big trunks, it almost seemed as if
the season was just commencing.
Everyone has moved onto the
p'azza these clear bright afternoons.
Some seek a quiet "Conner with a
book, others for a game of bridge,
while others with their knitting and
fancy work have a social chat.

3% pound salmon this week.
Gilbert C. Fry cf Philadelphia is
very proud of the 3-pound trout lie
caught on the fly.
Arthur Sylvester, Jr., of Montclair,
N. J., also has a good fish story to
tell as he caught a 4y2 pound trout
on the fly.
Mrs. Eugene Walters, better known
by her stage name, Ciharlott Walker,
was more than delighted with the
first Rangeley fish she ever brought
to net, a 4y2 pound salmon.
Miss Eleanor Gordon, the violinist,
who charms all by the way she
draws the bow can also handle the
fish rod and one day this week was
the lucky angler, and brought a 5^*
(pound salmon.
v
r <
All regretted the departure of the
Eugene Walters party, who
have
been here since the first of July.
Mir. Walters has spent a busy sum
mer continuing his literary
work,
and y^t had time to make and en
joy friends, who will be glad to know
they hope to come back next sum
mer.
Benj. B. Bryan of New York, with
a party of friends and Walter Wells
guide, have gone over to Dead River
for three days’ fishing, making the
trip by automobile.
The handsome place near
here,
owned by F. C. Fowler of New' Lon
don, Conn., which has always been
known as Lake Pcimt Cottage, but
by Mr. Fowler named Indian Point
is now offered for sale.
This is
one o f the. most attractive
private
camps in the Rangeleys and fortun
ate wriill be the cne wiho decides to
buy it.

Tuesday afternoon Rev. and Airs.
S. Paulson, Roy Hawkins, William
Dod and Miss Harriet Barnhart, with
Clyde Wilcox guide, left here for a
trip to “ Camp Among the Clouds” up
on Saddleback mountain. They were
cn the mountain two nights and are
more than enthusiastic over the good
time they had.
The fly fishing on
the pond was fine and they caught
ail they wanted for the fry pan. “ I
never thought the wcrld was so big
before, for we could look over such
a vast country, and such a grand
sunset and sunrise,” one lady was
telling a friend on her return. Rev.
and Mrs. S. Paulson of Germantown,
Penn., who have been here during
the last month;, have made a host of
The oddest family along the Ban
friends and all were sorry to have
them start for home to-day, but they gor wmterfront recently arrived and
have been so much pleased
with seems to be thriving amid suiroundthis their first visit to Maine, they ings somewhat different from its na
tive wilds.
Minks they are and it
plan to come back next summer.
James W. Fry, who has been at is said there are nearly a score of
Friday morn
his home in Philadelphia fcr a bus them, young and old.
ing,
Patrolman
MjoAllister
and a
iness trip returned
yesterday to
spend the remainder of vacation days group of men on the drawbridge
minks
with his wife and sen, who have watched one of the larger
come out and quietly secure three
been here since the first of July.
R. Clarence Dorsett of New York, eels that had been left on the Mc
accompanied by his sister, Miiss El Nally slip by a fisherman and take
la L. and daughter, Miss Caroline them to the hiding place under the
The minks have
H. Dorsett and maid, caane for their wharf to be eaten.
usual September stay at this hotel. been there for some t>me and seem
They have for the past month been to be enjoying life.
at the Samoset in Rockland by the
sea shore.
THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER
Invitations have been received for
H IS is a very in
the birthday party of A. Montgomery,
teresting and in
Jr., of New York next Saturday even structive book on mak T H E
ing.
This celebration is
always ing cabin boats, canoes, CABIN BOAT
looked forward to as one of the most row boats, etc. It tells
PRIMER
delightful events and friends find it of the various streams
one can trip on with a
a “ red letter day” of the year.
cabin boat, how to
Mrs. R. L. Thuirston of Brookline, equip for such a trip,
Mass., and Mirs. H. A. Edgerly of what to wear and eat,
cost of a two month’s
Boston on their return for Kenneb trip. It gives descrip
ago spent part of the week here and' tions and d ia g r a m s ,___________
returned home via the chain of lakes photographs and chapters on construction,
when to float, when and where to land and
and White Mountains.
other useful hints. Book is compiled of
Mr. and Mirs. Oscar G. Kalish and facts and observations made by the author.
daughter, Miss Marjorie Kalish of It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
New York are new comers who will and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat.
enjoy the September days at this Trip Down the Yukon, The Cabin Boat, How to
Build a Cabin Boat, The Cabin Boat’s Equipment,
hotel.
Furnishings and Furniture. Odds and Ends o f
Mr, and Mrs. E. J. Ozanne
and Equipment. The Skiff or Tender. The Gasoline
Launch. What to Wear. Things to Eat, Cabin
two sons of New York are
also Boat Expenses, Cabin Boating Waters. Maps and
Landing Lists. Floating, Floating at Night and in
greatly enjoying this their first visit Fogs. Going Up Stream. Weather, Making Fast
and Some Rope Hints. Landings, Troubles. Care
to the Rangeleys.
o f the Boat. Ways o f Making Money. On Making
Mrs. N. R. Schoomaker and son, Notes. Land Hints. Photographing, Game and
Hunting, Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing.
Master Daniel of Nyack, N. Y., who Amusements, Books, Trapper’s Canoe. A Cabin
Boat Coon Hunt.
.
are annual comers, were
warmly
Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, S I .00.
greeted by old friends on their ar
Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.
rival Friday.
“ No hay fever here
and Daniel is a happy lad” said his
mother.
Y o n like t o go
Dr. and Mrs. Frank M. Howe of
New York are so- much pleased with
camp life here they have already
planned to return another year. Her
New York friends, D. Longhran Daly
and Mrs. Howe’s brother, Joseph
H. Barugan joined them this week.
Then snrcly yoa will «nloy 111* F t*
tlontl Sportsman Magazine with lt«
Mir. and Mrs. William. Hills
are
160 richly Ulu»tr»t»<l p«e«, full to
overflow ing with Interesting ttorlea
Bostonians, who for the first time
>n d valuable Information »bout
Kuna, fisnlng tack!?, camp-outfit*—
ar.e enjoying the September days at
ithe b ad places to go for flih *nd
gam e,tend a thousand and on*
Mountain View.
•
valuable .“ How to " hint* lot
Sportsmen. The *«tlon»l Sport*M. S. Bradesth of Portland and E.
‘ in is Just like a big c»mp-flre in
the -wood* where thouiindi of
H. Heidrath of Springfield came by
good fellow* g a th e i one* »
month and ipln «t!rrlng ytrai
auto this week and are now at Ken
about their «xper(«ncM
with rod,dog,rim and
nebago for over Sunday.
.
gun. All this (or 13c
& copy 01 41.00 lot
Mtr-s. Edw. A. Pearce of Hacken
& whole jea* with
^
w atch fob.
sack, N. J., after an extended trip
foeclal Offir
to the Pacific coast joined her hiusMan a* V o la
ct&mpi or coin
band to-day for the remainder of
for • three
month*’ trUl
the season and was warmly greeted
f/l § tubicrlptlon to
rnj th e ntiOMl
by old friends on her arrival.
1 f Sportim u end
We will u a d jou
Coming from the Dead River re
FREE of Clarce
gion in their touring car, M:r. and
en eof our handiome
'Ortnulo Gold watch fobi
Mrs. Francis C. Coley and sons, Am
i w w m « • p f i Aa s r ' «
;
brose H., Jos. E. and daughter, Cor
NATIONAL
SPORTSMAN'
nelia H. Coley of New Haven, Conn.,
231 Columbus A ve.,
B oston , M aes,
are spending the week-end at this .

T

Hunting
Fishing;
Trapping

Target pistol with a worked
over will be raised right away.
come spend weeks in the Boston
grp about like the Celts Target Re
About 100 sports, guides and help Camp.
volvers, and am purchasing also an ers have passed up river from the
There are many fisih caught by the
Ctfficers’ Model Colt .38 with a 1V2 Bow this summer, and doubtless as
guests of this hotel as one can often
inch barrel.
It would be interesting many more will go into the wilder
count more than 20 boats anchored
to know what your favorite revolver ness cf woods for game during the
on the lake.
for target work is.
Also what you next three months.
Among those who the past few
consider the best among the
,.C
Reaping and thrashing are
now days have brought In a record a.re
calibres of revolvers or target pis
the order of the day and the potato Mrs. R. Seldner of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
tols.
Also what weight trigger pull
digger will soon be turning over the who caught a 3-pohnd salmon and
you consider best for target work.
mealy tubers.
A very good yield her husband cne SV2 pounds also, and
' Ans. The method I use in revolv of both is at hand.
4-pound trout.
er shooting is to maintain a steady
Jack Frost dropped in on us last
Jacob G-oodfriend with Oscar Park
pressure on the grip and gradually
week and left his blighting mark on er, brought in a 4% pound salmon,
contract the trigger finger only until many green things.
one 314 pounds.
His wife records
the hammer, is released.
I do not
We find it hard to get 'the dishes one 3-pounds and daughter, Miss Ruth
increase to squeeze of the entire
washed, new, before sunset, the days one iy2. pounds.
hand, and I do not recommend that are so short.
Albert Heller of New York with
method, as I believe that it will lead
Card
Hinkley guide, brought in a
to trembling.
This tremble will al
5% pound salmon one day this week.
ways occur if the grip is squeezed tec
Mr. and Mrs. E. Heller and party
Of course, there are a num
C. R. K., Altona, 111.
the bullet is lighter and the powder tightly.
with guides are now on a camping
ber
of
shooters
who
use
the
other
With modern
I have a 30.30 Model 1893, equip charge is smaller.
trip in the woods.
This is one of
method and undoubtedly obtain ex
ped with Rocky Mountain sights. ammunition, the length of barrel has
the
parties
who
came
early in the
cellent results.
Have tried factory loaded short practically no effect on the accuracy.
season and have had friends
with
In regard to a choice cf revolvers, Many Other Record Fish Recorded
range ammunition in it, but the rear
them.
I use, wi\h satisfaction, both Smith
sight wcn’t give enough elevation to C. L. W., Vinton, la.
The Little Black Bear tea room
— Clam Bake Given Guides.
& Wesson and Colt revolvers in Tar
I
find
that
at
least
one
concern
hit the bullseye at 50 yds.
Will a
is a very fascinating place for a
get
Models.
The
model
you
intend
receiver sight or a combination rear that is engaged in the manufacture
social hour these fine afternoons. eight give enough elevation to use cf rifles cc-nd-emns the lever action to purchase is a very excellent wea
(Special Correspondence.)
The trigger pull for target
The Birolies, Mooselookimeguntic
this gum with the same ammunition rifle when using amimnniticn of as pon.
at 50 to 75 yds. range?
In trying powerful a type as the .30 Govern revolver work should he not less Lake, September 4.—Among the pop
I have always main ular people who this-week with re
tihe cartridges gave good penetra- ment 1906 on the ground that such, than 2y2 lbs.
ticn and accuracy but undershot a mechanism detracts from the neces tained that it is best to become used gret have said good-bye until next
sary rigidity of the breech, resulting to a heavy trigger pull.
year, are Mrs. Jacob Weil and daugh
foot in 50 yds.
ters, Miss Margaret and Miss Eliza
Ans. It is possible that your »n an arm that is less accurate than
beth of Philadelphia, wiho on account
sights are not properly set.
Do one cf the holt action types.
In the dancing blue waters of
So far as actual results go, the
of the opening of Wellesley College Moose pond, with the waving pine
' they give proper elevations with the
could not remain long, Mr. and Mrs. trees for a background, the 300 girls
regular full charge ammunition? The type of action makes no difference.
Wm. Gratz and sen, Frank of New of the Wyonegonic cam.ps at Den
combinaticn rear sight will certain The bolt-lever controversy has been
York, Mr. and Mrs. Tlieo. Obenmey- mark gave a practical demonstration
ly give ycu sufficient elevation
to w aged'fcr years with, no definite re
er, Dr. and Mrs. D. W. Stelten, Mrs. last week of what their camp train
make a change of one foot on the sults—^‘the point you mention is most
ly theoretical buncombe— true, but
M. May and daughters, Miss Pauline ing has meant to them.
target at 50 to 75 yds.
The oc
to such a slight extent that it would
and Miss Louise of the same city.
casion was the annual water sports
make no practical1 difference.
A number of camps are taken for of the girl campers, which are such
A . E. H., Herington, Kans.
the autumn days by new comers, in a picturesque feature every year,
1. Can you inform me whether to
I have an old Government Spring
cluding Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Driscoll and so far had the fame of the e-.
your knowledge the lever action and
field 45-70.
I am thinking of getwho vent spread that an audience of be
bolt action types of rifles have been Jolly Family at Billy's Camps at and baby of Newton, Mass.,
_h : Png a second-Jhand action of an
have been here for several seasons tween four and five hundred gather
tested under the same conditions, an
other make and having this Spring
at Millmagassett.
are in Camp Knickerbocker.
if so, the result?
ed upon the needle-strewn hank to
field barrel fitted to it, and would
Henry Brick of New York has join witness proceedings.
Ans. I have never read of any
The program
like to have your opinion, it being
ed his wife and daughters for the outlined included exhibitions of row
particular test which gave any pos
(Special to Maine Woods.)
understood that this is simply exper
itive results one way or the other.
ing, paddling, distance swimming, and
Oxbow, August 30.—And still they remainder of their stay.
imental cn my part.
Where cculd
Messns. Henry A. Friedman and high diving, and the young girls who
2. Is there any difference in the come!
Four ladies and seven men
one get a second-hand 45-70 action?
accuracy of a take-down rifle of the folks arrived at Libby’s last week, Arnold Liohtig are New Yorkers who took part proved themselves verita
I suppose it would be possible to
.30 Government 1906 type and fhat as follows:
Miss Martha A. Sharp have come for their first visit to the ble Annette Kellermans in embryo,
have the work done which you speak
cf a solid frame boilt action type, pro ies, West Chester, Pa.; Miss Terna Rangeleys and are delighted with The doing some very attractive stunts.
of, but I cannot see any particular
viding both have goed barrels?
These water sports, which includ
W. Davy, Wayne, Pa.; Miss Anna- Barker.
advantage in doing it, as the old
Mr. and Mrs. Ben no Le win son and ed some'competition between
And. There should not he any.
the
belle Boyle, Coatsville, Pa.;
Mrs.
Government Springfield barrel would
2. Does the U. S. Government Leonidas Lewis, Leonidas Lewis, Ne daughters, Miss Eda and Miss Ruth three different camps, consumed
certainly do no better than the one
sell ammunition for the Krag?
In the
York?, P. Mo Sharpies, West Chest are new comers who will spend a two hours of the morning.
with which the rifle was originally
Miss Ruth is
the afternoon the entire company of 300,
Ans. The United States Govern er, Pa.; T. T. Sp-ixml, Chester, Pa.; month .here.
fitted.
Work of this nature is very
ment sells ammunition for the Krag H. Lawrence Herl, W. H. Snyder, editress cf the Hunter College Bulle gave a “ setting up” drill, so-called,
expensive and you will find that it
rifle, but only to metmlbers of civilian Philadelphia, Pa.; W. M. Stewart, tin, where she is one of the brilliant that is, a series of physical exer
would be much cheaper to purchase
This
rifle clubs affiliated with the Nat New York; James C. Bearns, Brook and popular girls in tbe class of cises, on the tennis court.
newr rifle than to have this fitting
1916.
was
followed
by
the
lusty
singing
ional Rifle Association.
lyn, N. Y.
done.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Seldner of of camps songs, and then by a pa
: r : i! M , . •j '•j * : !- I *, ; /
! ’ '
At Billy Soule’s camps at Millma
%
w■**'i ft**■h-.-tr
■
Brooklyn, N. Y., have returned home geant in the pine woods, of which
W. iS., Youngstown, Ohio.
gassett lake there is a jolly family of
R . D. W., Des Mioines, Iowa.
after a two weeks’ stay. The even folk dances in fancy costume were a
I wish to thank you for your valu
11, including sportsmen and guides.
I note you give points in favor of able advice.
ing before they left they invited the feature.
After the receipt of
the two automatics as well as the your letter I gave the matter pretty Billy reports all well and plenty cf employees and guides for a
corn
For these afternoon events the
The same is true
Police Positive Spl.
Would
like tl orcugh try cut and I am convinc good fly fishing.
roast and cl’am. bake on the shore of girls wore their regulation camp un
to impose on you a little further by ed that you “ called the turn” when cf all of Lihby’s several camps which the lake.
More than thirty enjoyed iform of white blouses, full green
inquiring regarding the two automat you stated that my trouble was are now full of sportsmen and more this out-of-doors feast, after which bloomers, and green sweaters. Mr.
to come.
ics. The .38 I note has a longer bar flinching.
they toasted marsh mellows, then and Mrs, Charles Bailey Clark, who
While I formerly thought
Clhariie Weeks, guide, reported hav came back to the casino for a social have children at the camps, went
rel and consequently should foe more that I did not flinclh,, I was flinching
accurate than the .380 though, it is without knowing it.
Mr. and Mirs. Selder are up for the affair, and Dr. F. O. Cobib
1 find also that ing seen a black deer up Mumsun- dance.
His companion also saw great favorites here at The Barker was present at the affair, also, as
considerably 'heavier.
If I remem I have been making some progress. gen way.
The com and cheers were given with a good were a number cf other Portlanders.
ber correctly, you made a statement Upon referring to my targets I find him, a fine large tuck.
somewhere that the N. Y. Police De my average was 46%, this on targets missioners of Inland Fisheries and will as all thanked them, and hope
partment has adopted one of the au Jshot before J wrote you. Cn eight Game will please take notice.
they will return in 1916.
That ‘‘the way of the transgressor
tcmatics.
This I feel is a recom targets shot since that time, I have
Mr. and Mrs, William Kay and
mendation in their favor. While the averaged 60%, and in fact I am now is hard,” was realized by two Cx- son are New Yorkers, wiho
are
cost of ammunition is an item, i do very much disappointed if I do not bowites last week, when Mel Mur much, pleased with this their first
not believe the agnount i would: use make scores of 6-5% or better and phy, cur local gam© warden and visit.
would overbalance the superiority of have at times done as good as 80% State Commissioner Neal caught
Dr. and Mrs. Ernest Danziger and
M. P. Kneeland, game warden at
one arm over the other, unless it cn the standard American target re them, redshianded, with Parts of two daughter of New York spent
last
I dare say that they each, had week here.
Princeton (Wash. Co.) reports the
is very slight.
duced to 15 yds.
Realizing
that deer.
Ans. The difference in accuracy cf trigger pull is the most important fea to dig up cash, or give a note cf
Camp Boston is not only cne of the prosecution on Aug. 27 before Trial
the Colt .38 Automatic, pistol and the tvre of revolver shooting I would hand, with a good endorser, for $40 most comfortable, home-like and at Justice E. M. Richards of Princeton
for
One of the men has been tractive camps in the Rangeleys but cf Rcseoe YateiS of Princeton
Colt -380 Automatic pistol is prac Pke to have your opinion cn the or more.
having
in
possession
and
selling
parts
held
up
before
we
hear.
tically nil.
A comparison of the following matter.
it is there one of the most delight
In an article by
The
defendant
The sills of the new Grange build ful parties who come to spend weeks of a bull moose.
.380 Automatic cartridge and the .38 Charles Stillman entitled “ Practical
solid on the lake shore, are happily lo was adjudged guilty and fined $100
cartridge e! ows t'he following differ Revolver Shooting” in one of the ing have been bolted to the
ence:
magazines, fee states “ The trigger concrete walls and the superstructure cated, Col. and M,rs. Samuel D. Lit and $6.34 costs, which were paid.
Ned Cress, deputy game warden at
The .shell of the .380 is sihlorter, should never be pulled but squeezed
of Philadelphia pame in their big
Norway,
reports the prosecution on
touring car several weeks aigo. They
or pressed straight back by compress
August 20 before the Norway muni
always
have
charming
people
as
ing the whole hand, and not by the
guests.
Dr. and Mrs. M.
Stern, cipal court of B. B. Judkins of Nor
action of the trigger finger alone,”
Mrs.
Lit’s
sister,
Miss
Marion
Lor- way for guiding without a license.
How to Keep Young
or in other words, squeeze the trig
The defendant was convicted but in
enstein
of
Philadelphia
are
now
with
ger
just
as
one
would
do
in
rifle
No one has yet discovered the “ Foun-»
view
of extenuating circumstances
them.
The Colonel often takes a
In the Smith & Wesson
tain of Youth,” but the way to keep shooting.
young was discovered sixty years ago. catalog, however, under the subject
party in his auto up to Rangeley for sentence was suspended during good
Every woman should know about it,
an hour on the golf links.
They behavior.
and use this simple means of warding of target shooting, I find the' fol
also
have
guides
H.
O.
Templeton
off old age. A fresh complexion, a lowing ‘‘Practice with an unloaded
Animal and Insect Intelligence.
and Webb Boulter and the motor
smooth, unwrinkled skin and clear eyes revolver will aid the mjusc-les of bite
Most animals have very good ideas
may be retained until late in life,_ by forefinger to act independently of
boat “ Miss Clare.”
The record sal about doctoring themselves when they
taking proper care of the stomach, liver
mon of this year caught in the Ran are not well. For instance, an animal
This is thp se
and bowels. If you live simply, breathe the hand and arm.
geley waters was a 9-pound salmon suffering from rheumatism keeps in
deeply; exercise enough; sleep enough, cret of holding the front and rear
and take “ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine sights in line at the moment of dis
that their chauffeur, E. Thompson the sun. The warrior ants have am
Opposite State Boose, Boston, Mass.
to correct' the little ills, you will make charge.”
had the good luck to land. v ’This bulances, and when an investigator
I
am
not
able
to
recon
Offers room with hot ard
woman’s secret of keeping^young, your
cold water for $1.00 per day
silver
beauty is being mounted by FT. cuts the antennae of an ant, other
cile
these
two
statements,
although
own.
*
and up, which includes free
L.
"Welch.
Colonel Lit has one of ants cover the wound with a transpar
it would seem that both
writers
Orland, Maine.
ent fluid secreted in their mouths.
use of public Ehower baths.
I have used your “ L. F / ’ Atwood's M edi
the most beautiful places near Phila
cine for stomach and liver troubles and it should know what they are talking
Nothing to Equal This in New England
gave me speedy relief. All, the members of about.
delphia called Rcselea and this moiimI naturally let off the trig
our family use it at times ar,d altvays find it
Simple Matters in Poet’s Diary.
ing was passifig friends some cf the
effective. I recommend it to anyone having ger in revolver shooting as per Mr.
Rooms with private baths
The manuscript journal of Mr. Gray,
liver or stomach troubles.
largest and most delicious peaches
for $1.50 per day and up;
Stillman’s
advice,
because
of
having
Miss L u c ie J. P er kin s .
who wrote a very well-known elegy,
suites of two rooms and bath
ever seen in the Maine wilderness, has been found.
learned this same trick in rifle shoot
Favorite remarks
for $4.00 per day and up.
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest
and they were picked on his own went like .this: “ One of my beans is
What is your opinion?
store, or write today for a free sample. ing.
A B SO L U T E L Y FIREPROOF Pennsylvania farm.
Fortunate are mn6 inches high,'’ or “On the first
A friend cf mine has recently pur
.
FREE.— “ Ye Olde Songs,” words and music
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
of sixty popular songs sent free on receipt of
they who pull the latch string and day ot the month the rooks had young
Model
3 outside vellow wrappers from the bottles, chased one cf the Bekeart
Send for Booklet
together with your opinion of our Medicine.
are welcomed by these charming ones: on the second the swallows ap
Smith & Wesson ,22’s.
I am now
STORER F. GRAFTS
G en .
Manager
,
people who all hope will for years to peared. ’
“ L. F.” MEDICINE CO.,
Portland, Me. using the Stevens Off Hand
Model

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

CHAUFFEUR GETS
RECORD FISH

GIRL CAMPERS
IN WATER SPORTS

WARDENS ON THE
JOB AT OXBOW

FINED FOR SALE
OF MOOSE MEAT

A WOMAN'S SECRET

Commonwealth Hotel

Inc.

Rockland after visiting the
past
month at Rangeley.
Among those taking advantage of
the excursion rates, Mrs, Frank Bad
ger and Mrs. Henry Badger went to
OTTER POND CAMPS
Portland, Mrs. C. M. Ousliman, Sarah
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish Pickens, Mrs.
Limingstom Milbury,
ing an J hunting. Send for circular.
Mrs. Geo. Oakes, Mr. and Mrs. C. B,
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop.. '
Caratunk, Me.
Harris.
Mrs. Frank Sprague and daughter,
RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HODSB Arline are visiting at Joe Mitchell’s,
On Rangeley LakeMiss Eula Philbrick, who has been
T horoughly m odem . On direct automobile
season
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House at Belgrade Lakes the past
luiy 1 to Oct.
d
has
returned
home
and
began
teach
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
ing Tuesday at Dallas...
•
Raugeley, Maine.
Chas. Cushman was out
l'rb-m
Grant’s Camps for a few days.
Vance Oakes, Perley Morrill
and
Carl Oakes spent t the week-end at
INDIAN PblNT AND BUILDINGS Camp Among the Clouds.-The above
young men were joined later by J.
just across the cove from the Sherman Hoar and Carrol Rounds.
Mountain View House at the
Miss Phyllis Robertson left Tues
outlet o f Rangeley lake.
For day to begin her studies at Farming
ton Normal.
particulars, address
Mr. ‘and Mrs. H. B. McCard visited
at Madrid over Labor Day. ’
F. C. FOWLER,
Mr. and Mrs. G-eo. Russell and
OQUOSSOC,
MAINE
family are visiting relatives at Phil
lips.
Mason and Emma Russell are at
the Russell farm at West Phillips.
They will visit at Farmington before
returning home.
Mr. and Mrs. Phineas L. Tracy
leave Thursday for an extended auto
Extensive PJans Being Made for
trip to Lamoine and York.
Wilbur Reunion— Other
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pillsbury and
family of Phillips have visited rela
Rangeley Notes.
tives in town.
Mrs. Oscar Riddle, Mrs. H. C. Rid
(Special Correspondence.)
dle and daughter, race and friends
Raiigeley, September 8.—Miss Gen arrived home Sunday,
Mr. Riddle
evieve Harnden of Portland was a returned home Monday, Mrs. Riddle
recent guest at C. L. Hamden’s.
will remain for a few' weeks.
ftjrs. Bertha Patterson is at home
Hayden Huntoon has finished work
from Kennebago, where she has been 2t Riddle’s Pharmacy.
working tbe past summer.
Lucille Harris is home from Haine
Mr. and Mrs. George
Bridgham, Landing, Ida Pepper and Madelaine
Susie
Mrs. G. M. Carlton, Olive and Alice Harnden from Kennebago,
Jonah, who have been on an auto Stewart, Reba Hoar from Pickford’s,
trip to Lamoine, returned home Mon where they have been the past sum
mer.
day night.
H. B. McCard is having his house
Mrs. D. W. Spetecer and children
are spending the week with relatives painted by I. W. Mitchell.
Miss Kimball, assistant in High
at Brunswick.
school
is boarding at Mrs. Eugene
The first meeting of the Pythian
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph D .
Sisters for the
season was held Soule’s.
Thursday night with a goodly num Vaughan are keeping £ouse in F. B.
ber in attendance.
Plans were dis Stewart’s house. • Miss Weeks and
cussed for attending the convention Mias Adams will board with them.
Mrs. Hubert Spiller, Mrs. Clara
which will be held at Strattcn Oct
Rector accompanied Mrs. Nettie Nash
ober 13.
The two
Miss Tlialie Hoar has returned to her home in Jackman.
former returned Monday,
Harold
from a week’s visit at Pownal,
Some few repairs are being made Spiller drove the car.
Mrs. Proctor Smith and daughter
on the Main street road.
Dr. F. B. Colby has recently re visited at Mrs. Joseph Stewart’s the
ceived from the Governor his ap- past week.
Harry Hawkhurst has purchased
pointment as Medical Examiner of
the C. B. Harris house on
Allen
Franklin County.
*
•
street,
Wm. Boulter has moved
Leon Hoar lias purchased
the
from that rent to the Harry Quimby
Chas. Gile lot on Allen street, Mr.
rent, Ed Lowell lias moved to the
Gile of Freeman was in town recent
Aaron Soule tenement and Wallace
ly to complete the deal,
Carlton has moved to the house
Mrs.. James Wentworth and sons of
which he recently purchased of H.
Portland are guests of Mrs. Went
A. Furbish.
worth’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
Extensive plans are now 1in . prog
Snowman.
"
«
ress for the Wiibur reunion which
Antohio Croteau of Phillips spent
will be held at Wilbur chapel,' Oct
the past week at Deck Lamb’s.
ober 7, 1915.
This reunion includes
Mrs. Hattie Pusihard of Richmond^
the descendants of John Wilbur and
is visiting her son, Leon D. Hoar.
all that can possibly attend
are
Mrs. Alice Moore of Lowell, Mass.,
urged to do so as it is hoped to have
is the guest of her cousin, G. A.
a large number present.
All mem
Proctor,
Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. Al
bers of the family of this branch of
bion Savage of New Vineyard were a
the Wilbur family are urged t© make
Proctor’s, making the trip by auto.
the effort to be present.
Suitable
Daniel Ross is driving a new Ford
committees
are
in
charge
of
the pro
automobile,
gram and the dinner,
Mrs. Kittie Barker of Lewiston
Mrs. W. L. Dinsmore of Bowdoinvisited over Labor Day with Mr, and
h&m
is the guest of her daughter,
Mrs. H. A. Furbish.
Wm. Tomlinson took Mr. and Mrs. *Mrs, Ives Hinkley.

Where To Go In Maine
YORK CAMPS,
RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G
AT

John ©arville’s Camps
at S p r in g Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps

are mast charmingly situated on the shores of

Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purodtaf spring water and the table is first-r lass,
elevation l.Sitt foet above sea level, grandest scen
ery tuud pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
stuoiiHiti and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buck board road a only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
lummer resort. Telephone communications with
Milage and doctor. References furnished- TerinB
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff, Me.

Blakeslee

Lake

Camps

JOSEPH H. W H IT E , Proprietor
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot
ing.
W rite for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.

W EST END
HOTEL
0 . M. CASTNER, Prop'r.
Portland,
Maine
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
vacationists, tourists and sports
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.
V lA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
fiaidng begins about June 1. Send for circular.
Hbuae always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.
W ar or no war
Pierce Pond

Camps

will be open on time for large trout and salmon
ihing. Best o f reference4 furnished. Send
r circular. C. A. Spauldingi Caratunk. Me.

S

•

Go to
BLAINE VILES’
LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS
Dead River,
Maine
Fishing, Hunting, Excellent Accom 
modations, Reasonable Prices.
Special Sunday Dinners.
R oun d M ountain Lake Camps. W rite forfree
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L . Proprietor.
R oun d Mountain. Maine

DEAD R IV E R REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular.. Maine’s ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
Section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.

PACKARD S GAMPS
R a n g eley L a k es
R a n geley,
M aine
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
ridge and duck hunting.

Mingo Springs Hotel and Camps
The ideal place to spend your vaca
tion. Good fishing, hunting and motor
ing. Table not surpassed in this sec
tion. Write for booklet,
C. A. COLE, Prop., Rangeley, Maine
VERY BEST HUNTING

GROUNDS

at
SPECTACLE LAKE CAMPS

And stream fishing cannot be duplicated
elsewhere.
Send for circulars and
references.
FRANK R. VAUGHAN, Prop.,
E U STIS.

-

-

MAINE

FOR SALE v

MANY RETURN
FROM HOTELS

Eben Rowe, Mrs. A. L, Huntoon, Mrs
Geo. Kempton, Miss Mildred Huntoon
and Rev.. H. A. Childs to Vienna to
attend Quarterly meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Rowe are
BE A SPORT
spending their vacation week at
and go hunting this fall. Y ou will find good,
Bald Mountain at Y'orks Camps,
warm camps, good table and good beds at the
Wm. Kempton left the latter part
W ESSELL CAM PS
M a d a m e s K a L a k e s , M a in e of the week for Amherst, where he
P. O. Address STOCKHOLM . Me, 3 miles from has a position in the, High school.
B. & A. R. R. on good auto road. Rates $2.00
per day. $10.50 per week.
Mrs. G-uida Nile and children spent
a few days the past week with Mrs.
IN THE RANGELEY REGION Isaac Nile.
Mrs. Emily Oakes, Mr.s. Chas. Hun
Saddleback Lake Camps, only one and onehalf miles from the railroad and three-fourths toon, ' Mrs. Isaac Nile were in Phil
mile from good auto road. Trout fishing, both
lake and stream. Rates $12.50 to $16.00 per week; lips Tuesday to attend the funeral of
$2.50 per day. Booklet and references. For
Mrs. Oakes’ brother, Wesley Hoar.
particulars address
H E M O N S. B L A C K W E L L,
Mrs. John B. Madden and daugh
Dallas. Maine.
ter, Ruth are visiting relatives in
Lewiston.
*
,
BILLY SOULE'S NEW CAMPS
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Marshall, Mrs.
LAKE M ILLM AGASSETT
Mary Marshall, Mrs. Melvin Tibbetts
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty
Myron
o f partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow, and son, Verde and Master
Maine.
Clinton left Saturday by auto. MTs.
Tibbetts and son stopped at North
RANGELEY LAKES
The remainder of the party
Oamp Beraia, The Birches, The Barker. Write Jay.
for free circular.
continued on to
Lewiston, where
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis, Maine.
Master Clinton took the train for
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC.HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Best fishing region.
Ipecial June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.

ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED

(Continued from page one.)
understood the wedding will occur
sometime the coming winter.
Mrs, A. W. Haskell of Haveford,
Penn., and Miss Y. Z. Crosby
of
New York, after an absence of sev
eral years were greeted by old
friends on their arrival last evening
and will remain until the end of the
season,
Mr, and Mrs. Geo. P. Dike of
Chestnut Hill, Mass., and Robert C,
Clifford, Jr., of Arlington, Mass., are
spending the week here.
Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Seibert of
Gardiner, Mas®., find this a delightful
place to spend part of September.
Mrs. C. L. Seiler and Miss Jane
Seiler and Mrs. Edwin Norton are
New Yorkers, who aT» among the
later comers to enjoy these perfect
autumn days at the Rangeleys.
Mrs. W. A, Macloed and Edwin
Macloed of Westwood, Mass., while
on a motor trip through Maine are

N. C.; Miss K. L. Tuttle of Boston..
spending the week here.
Alj
registered at Libby’s and
left
Mrs. 'Thomas Baucliel has return
ed from New ^~orlc to pass the last for points up river t'he next morn
ing.
of the season here.
Walter D. Hinds of Portland, whose
Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Le.bkuecker
and family of Newark, N. J., have family are in their camp here, was
been spending a few days in camp, called home by a telegram announc
ing the sudden death of George A.*
returned Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Marble of Wagg, aged 49, vice-president and
Cambridge, Mass., are the guests of generic manager of tJie Maine Motor
Car Co., of which company Mr. Hinds’
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Marble.
father, A. S, Hinds is president. Mr.
Mrs. S, H. Brooks and maid from
Wa.gg, was a fast friend of Capt.
Memphis, Tenn., were among those
Billy Soule, now of the Bow and was
who tarried here this week.
a welcomed guest at Bill's camps
Mrs, Wm. P. Mason gave a de
last summer.
He was a good
lightful tea at their cottage on the
sportsman, as well as an efficient
lake shore one afternoon this week,
manager, and will be sadly missed
which was attended by a company of
by all who knew him, in social as
friends who are guests of this hotel.
well as in business affairs.
Mr. and Mrs, James S. Proctor of
“ A slothful man roasteth not that
Brookline, have returned for their
which he took in hunting; but the
usual stay of several weeks In aut
substance of a diligent man is pre
umn.
cious,”
•
Coming from Baltimore, Md., Mrs.
While
there
is
not
yet
any
lawful
Clinton P, Paine and Miss Bessie
Baum, who are touring New England hunting, there is, up river, plenty of
Dr. and Mrs. H. V.
are pleasantly located here fcr a good fishing.
Baldwin, and their two sons, Clark
stay of several weeks.
and Jack, came in to the home camp
Another party who are a long
last Thursday afternoon, ending a
ways from home to come by ma
delightful three weeks’ outing at
chine are Mrs. J. M, Averill
and
Billy S ouIq’s Lake Millnxagassett
daughter, Miss Averill
of
-Cedar
camps.
They saw' many deer, a few
Rapids, Iowa, who remain this week.
moose, and got all the trout
they
Mr. and Mrs. Fred B. Esties and
needed and more too.
They entrain
daughter, Miss Mabel H. Estes
of
ed Masardis Saturday morning, going
Portland and Dr. A. H, Parker of
directly to their pleasant home at
Bangor spent Sunday -here.
Chestnut Hills, Mass.
Coming in their touring cars, Mr.
If any of your sporting
readers
ar.d Mrs, F, J3. Purrinton, Willhrd
B. Purrington, Mr. and Mrk. Paul Want to go to a boss hunting region,
D. Sargent, Mr. and Mrs, ’W.
S. a little away from the beaten paths,
Wyman, Wm. Wyman, Misses Cath let them ask Billy Soule, Oxbow,
erine, Dorothy and Margaret
W y Me., about it, he knows; and what
man of Augusta, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. he don’t know he can ferret out, for
F. Reynolds and Miss Dorothy Rey he has a sharp eye (two of them),
nolds of Portland had a great trip a keen nose, and unflagging interest
Moreover, he has
across the country, reaching here on ju the chase.
fine comfortable camps, near at hand,
Sunday and spending the night.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F, Leonard mot or far away, just as the hunter’s
ored up from Portland to spend fancy may lead him or her. He will
Labor Day,
They were accompan guarantee anyone to get a brace of
ied by Mrs. Francis J. J3raun, who deer, or a bagful of birds.
will remain for a few days, the
It was said of old that iXonly a
guest of her friend, Miss
Rachel fool never changed his mind.”
I
M&rble.
said I was going home smd wrote my
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Dunn and a farewell letter, but the news from
party of friends from Thomastown home, and a sharp desire to see
were week-end guests of the hotel, the radiant colors, on the maples
also Miss M. F, Hooper and Miss M. and birches have induced me to stay
A. Doe of Boston.
longer in this delightful ncrtli coun
Mr. and Mrs, Donald Parson
of try.
Here and there the yellows
Y'oungstown, Ohio, Kenneth B.
G., and purples and reds are already
and John D, Parson
of Cam in evidence, and every day are more
bridge,
Mass., A.
D. Sturtavent numerous and brilliant, not to men
of Washington, D. C., were here for tion the Arbor Vitae, which makes
over Sunday.
one both strong and mighty.
Beg
Judge M. T. Mulqueen of
New ging your pardon for this
further
York came Thursday to remain with trespass on your “ space” and “ case"
his family, who have been here for and hoping this letter will reach
an extended stay, until they return you before your “ form” is locked,
homie the middle of the month.
I would remain,
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Johnston, Miss
Yours cordially,
M. Elsie and W. A. Johnston, Jr.,
J. C. Hartsiiorne.
are New Y'orkers who are here for a
ten days’ stay, and Mr. and Mrs. J.
P. Blair and family who came
by
automobile via the White Mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Beede, Jr.,
of the same city are spending a few
days (here.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Webb of
Chesuncook, Me., Sept. 7.—Those
Portland are among those who are who registered at the Grindell House
enjoying these beautiful days at Ran last week en route for the famous
geley.
Allegash waters were: Mr. and Mrs,
Mr, and Mrs. Garret A. Hobart and Haines Sheldon, New Haven, Conn.;
family of Patterspn, N, J., who are William Calder and F. Fowler, Ivinnow at their camp on Mooselookme- eo; Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Eddy, Bos
guntic JLake, motored up for dinner ton; John Henderson and Fred Dam
and Mr. Hobart spent a few liours on on, Jackman; George Wood, W. E.
the golf links on Wednesday.
Russ, Dr. G. E. Hathorne, Bangor.
Mrs. Wm. Schickel of New York
A number of people have come
on Monday afternoon delightfully en cut from Black Pond this week where
tertained a large party by a sail a they have been camping for some
round the lake, after which tea was weeks.
Among them were: T. U,
served and a social hour enjoyed in Red field, J. H» Redfield, J. K. Pear
the sun parlor.
son, Greenwich, Conn.; J.v A.
Has
Although each day good-bye is said kell, Wakefield; Nick Mulligan, An
unf'i another year, there are daily gus Miller, Raish Canick, Icabud
arrivals and rooms are engaged for Smith of Kineo.
those who will soon be here, if the
H. H. Hill, J. W. Webber, Boston;
fine weather continues and many D, G. Stevens, Brownville; S.
N.
express the regret that the chahge Smith, Noroross, stopped here one
of time on the railroads does not oc night last week and continued
the
cur after the first week in October, next morning on the West Branch
as a large party would not go home trip.
until then if the 'Change of time was
later.

MAKING THE
ALLEGASH TRIP

A T T R A C T IV E

C IR C U L A R

R E C E IV 

ED.

HARTSH0RNE
W e received this week an attrac
circular printed in colors, from
CHANGES MIND tive
L. L. Bean of Freeport, Me., adver
tising his hunting shoes, stockings,
coats, trousers and accessories.
Oxbow, Sept, 7.
Mr. Bean has started a business
Numerous sports are arriving fre which is rapidly growing and the
quently at the\Bow for
extended testimonials of those who have used
trips up river.
For last week they his goods testify as to their quality.
are; Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. C. D.
Huyler, Mr. Huyler Held, Mrs. Coul
Lightning Rod Indorsed.
ter De Klyn, Dr. and Mrs. J. B.
The United States government has
Meeker, F. L. Bridgman of
New' vindicated the lightning rod by rigid
York City; J. A. Porter of Aahville, tests.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:

